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Harmonic Analysis on Constant Curvature Surfaces 
with Point Singularities 
ROBERT S. STRICHARTZ* 
Let Ri denote the rr-fold covering space of the plane with the origin deleted 
(0 < ,I < CC). parametrized by polar coordinates (I, 0) with 0 periodic of period 27~. 
and equipped with the flat Riemannian metric rlr’+r’r/O’. There is a natural 
harmonic analysis, with the Fourier transform given by 
Fourier inversion formula 
f(r, (I)= -’ 
! ,i‘ ()’ /( 
1’. i.) J,,,(k) e”“i c/i. c/r. 
and Planchercl formula 
ll/‘l~=Zn I’, 1)’ ~j’l~.i)l’i.clidl 
Y 
in the case ,I = x, and analogous expressions w,ith I’ restricted to the values k;fz 
when >I is linite. Thia harmonic analysis realiLea the joint spectral decompositiona 
of the self-adjoint operators i(?/?O) and il. where d is the Dirichlet or Friedrichs 
extension of the Laplace-Beltrami operator defined on Y/. This paper gives a 
detailed development of this harmonic analysis, includmg the effect of basic 
differentiation and multiplication operators on the Fourier transform, the theory of 
L’ Sobolev spaces H ‘, and the distinctions between H’. the domain of d, and the 
space of functions /’ with both / and df in I-‘. In the process, it is necessary to 
study certain generalizations of the Hilbcrt transform that arc rclatcd to the theory 
of Hankel transforms. Two apphcatlons of this harmonic analysis are gtven, to the 
study of a natural Radon transform (or X-ray transform) on iRi, and to the solu- 
tion of the heat equation on Iwz. The latter also gives information about the heat 
equation in a sector of the plane with Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions. 
and about Brownian motion in the plane taking into account the winding number 
of a Brownian path with respect to the origin. Analogous problems for spaces of 
non-zero constant curvature are discussed. and in this context some higher dimen- 
sional spaces arise naturally. ( 1990 k.idLTlK PXSS. 1°C 
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I. INTROIXJ(~TION 
There are many interesting manifolds with singularities that nevertheless 
exhibit enough symmetry to admit a natural harmonic analysis. For exam- 
ple, consider the plane with the origin removed, and take an n-fold cover- 
ing (n may be finite or infinite, and we will also want to consider cones and 
“dixie cups” where IZ is allowed to be any positive real), equipped with the 
flat Riemannian metric. Denote this manifold by rWz. It is an incomplete 
Riemannian manifold, but it has both rotational and dilational symmetry, 
and it is natural to expand a function on rWz by taking a Fourier series (or 
integral if n = x8) in the angular variable and a Hankel transform in the 
radial variable. Thereby we obtain the simultaneous diagonalization of the 
Laplacian n and the angular derivative ?!?(I. The general strategy for such 
an expansion is quite well known and can bc applied to a host of other 
examples (see Chap. 7 of Taylor [T]). In this paper we are primarily 
concerned with working out the details of this example. As it turns out, the 
details are rather more complicated than one would first imagine. We also 
deal with the analogous examples in elliptic (Section 6) and hyperbolic 
(Section 7) geometry, including some higher dimensional manifolds (in the 
flat case the analogous higher dimensional examples would reduce to 
products of a Euclidean space with Iw,i). 
The harmonic analysis on Ri arises naturally in a number of applica- 
tions. Suppose one wants to solve the heat equation on a sector (I < 0 <h 
of the plane, with either Dirichlet or Neumann conditions on the boundary 
lines 0 = N and (I = h. By taking even or odd reflections on the boundary 
lines one is led to solving the heat equation on rWi for tl = rc/(h - n). Using 
our harmonic analysis we are able to do this rather explicitly, and so we 
obtain a solution to the problem on the sector (this solution is also given 
by Carslaw [Cl). This was the original motivation for developing the har- 
monic analysis on K!z, and the author would like to thank E. B. Davies for 
raising this question (see [D2] for some related estimates for heat kernels 
in a more general setting). The heat kernel on R: also has the interpreta- 
tion of giving the transition probabilities for Brownian motion on R’, , 
which can be regarded as Brownian motion on the plane keeping track of 
the winding number with respect to the oirigin. (The author is grateful to 
R. Durrett for explaining this theory.) In this connection we give a new 
proof of a theorem due to Yor [Y] that for a fixed pair of points in the 
plane and a fixed time interval, the transition probability as a function of 
the winding number has an asymptotic inverse square behavior. These 
applications are given in Section 4. We also give applications to a Radon 
transform on K!f, in Section 5. 
The main development of the harmonic analysis on rWz is in Sections 2 
and 3. We adopt natural polar coordinates (v. 0) where the angular 
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variable 0 is now periodic with period 27~2 (where II‘= Y, we consider (I to 
be a real variable). We expand L’ functions on iR,zl in terms of the functions 
@“J,,,, (VA), where j, > 0 and 1’ = k/n if n is finite. These functions are eigen- 
functions of d with eigenvalue -1.*. We write (when II = X) 
where ,[(I), ;) is our Fourier transform of ,I: Already we can see one source 
of our difficulties: the eigenvalue equation has a second set of solutions, 
namely c”~‘J ,V, (Jo) (for simplicity assume I’ is not an integer). Clearly the 
first set of solutions is preferable because the functions J,,,, (2~) are bounded 
as r -+ 0 while the functions J- ,,,, (3.r) are unbounded, and indeed we will 
show that our choice amounts to taking the spectral theory of the Dirichlet 
or Friedrichs extension of d,, (the Laplacian on the domain Y(R~)). 
However, A,, is not essentially self-adjoint, and this is reflected in the fact 
that for I\!) < 1 the functions P”“J ,,,, (3.r) are in L’ (for n< 70). It also 
shows up in the fact that there are L’ solutions of A/‘== 1’ on iwz. despite 
the formal negativity of the operator d,,. 
In Section 2 we compute the action of differential operators on the 
Fourier transform, and the theory of L’ Sobolev space H”(Rz). It turns 
out, for example, that H’ is not characterized by the conditions ,f’~ L” and 
/I~‘E L’, and although (df‘)* (v. i-)= -j&‘,f(r, 3.) for f’~ H’ (or more 
generally in the domain of d), there are functions ,f’~ i2 with ~I‘E L’ for 
which this identity does not hold. The characterization of Fourier trans- 
forms of H’ functions involves the expected L” condition together with 
certain moment conditions, namely J”({ ,?(\I, R) i.“’ ’ ’ G = 0 for 0 < /II/ < 1. 
These moment conditions effectively prevent multiplier transformations 
from preserving the Sobolev spaces. 
When IZ is an integer or ~j, the operators ?J’?.u and ?/CJ, are well defined 
globally, and the corresponding operations on the Fourier transform side 
involve an operator which we call a mod@al Hi/hut tran.~fi?rm. It is defined 
by 7;.= M,, -5‘ ~ for - 1 < v < I, where N,, denotes the Hankel transform 
of order V, and it also given by a principal value integral reminiscent of the 
usual Hilbert transform (a related operator, called the .recw~ci tnodfid 
Hilhert trmns~h~, shows up in Section 3 when we discuss the operator 
of multiplication by 0 in the case 17 = x ). These operators may be of 
independent interest. 
In Section 3 we discuss the effect on the Fourier transform of multiplica- 
tion operations, culminating in a characterization of the Fourier transform 
of functions in the analogue of the Schwartz class ,‘f. The characterization 
WC give is a bit complicated, involving growth and smoothness conditions 
as expected. as well as moment conditions, boundary conditions as /, + 0. 
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and jump conditions at v = 0 (when n = =c ). The material in this section is 
somewhat technical in nature and is not used in the remainder of the paper. 
Despite the length of this paper, a number of important topics are not 
covered. It would be interesting to have a Paley-Wiener type of theorem, 
relating information about the support of a function to the Fourier trans- 
form. There are really two distinct questions here, since one could consider 
compact support or support in the region r < R,,. It would also be interest- 
ing to try to extend the harmonic analysis beyond L’ functions; because of 
the moment conditions and related difficulties this does not appear to be 
a routine task. Finally, the extension to manifolds of non-zero constant 
curvature in Sections 6 and 7 is not nearly as complete. It would be 
particularly interesting to know if the results about Brownian motion and 
winding number in the plane remain valid on the sphere or hyperbolic 
plane. 
A study of the properties of Laplacians on manifolds with conical 
singularities can be found in papers of Cheeger [Ch], Cheeger and Taylor 
[ChT], and Briining and Seeley [BSl, BS2, BS3]. Some of the results in 
this paper can be derived from their works. 
Notation. We always write 9 for the C‘ ’ functions of compact support 
on whatever manifold we are discussing. Frequently we consider 
simultaneously the manifolds I&!: and IX,?; (n finite), although the details for 
each case are slightly different. We number formulas with subscripts (2.3,,), 
(2.3 ~, )) to indicate the different cases, and sometimes we present the 
argument for one case and leave to the reader the routine task of giving the 
argument in the other case. 
We define L’ Sobolev spaces Hk on all our manifolds, h- a non-negative 
integer, in agreement with the general definition of Sobolev spaces on 
Riemannian manifolds in Aubin [A]. 
We frequently need to use facts about special functions and the evalua- 
tion of definite integrals. For the most part these facts may be found in 
Lebedev [L] or Erdelyi et al. [E] when explicit references are not given. 
2. THE FOURIER DECOMPOSITION AND DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
Let I!%;?, denote the n-fold covering space of the plane with the origin 
deleted, where n is any positive integer or X. (We discuss the generaliza- 
tion to n real after the proof of Theorem 2.7.) We can represent Iwf, 
by polar coordinates (r, 8) where 0 < r < a and 8 is a real variable, 
unrestricted when n = m and periodic with period 2nn otherwise, and the 
covering map is given by the usual formula (r, (I) + (r cos 0, r sin 0). With 
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the Riemannian metric dr” + rz dfl’, rWf becomes a flat, incomplete 
manifold, with Laplace-Beltrami operator 
given by the usual formula, and the canonical measure (1~ = r dr dfl also 
given by the usual formula. We will give a Fourier decomposition on 
L’(Lwz, dp) that realizes the simultaneous diagonalization of the commuting 
First we do a Fourier decom- 
operators A and d,.!?O. 
The procedure we follow is quite simple. 
position in the 8 variable 
where 
(U, 1 
(2.2, 1 
The functions ,f;,(r)r’l’” are clearly eigenfunctions of ?,/;lS with eigenvalue ir, 
and the Laplacian on such functions is 
Therefore, if we want eigenfunctions of A of this form, we are led to Bessel’s 
differential equation, and we find that J,,(i.r)ei”” and J V(I~~)~?V” are two 
solutions with eigenvalue -2’. If 1’ is an integer then these are not linearly 
independent, and we must take Y,.(E.r)&” for a second solution. By 
imposing the boundary condition that the function remain bounded as 
r -+ 0, we discard half the solutions and retain J,,, (2r)r”“. We will discuss 
later the signticance of this choice. 
Now we can use the Hankel transform and inversion formula to express 
F;.(r) in terms of J,,., (ir), namely 
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and combining this with (2.1) and (2.2) we obtain 
where 
There is no problem with convergence if we assume ,j’~ 9(Ri), which is 
dense in L’, and we have the Plancherel formula 
(2.6,,) 
Thus we can extend (2.4) and (2.5) by continuity to all of L’. Furthermore, 
it is easy to show that the Fourier transform ,/‘+,f(k/n, A) or j+,~(r, i.) 
maps L’(Rz) onto the class of functions for which the right side of (2.6) is 
finite. 
Our first goal is to express basic operations on f’ in terms of ,i: To do 
this we need a preliminary lemma involving the Hankel transform 
.X,qT(.s)=j cp(r)J,(r.s)rdr. (2.7) 
0 
In addition to the inversion formula (2.3) which can be expressed as 
.vf, Jr,, = I, (2.8) 
it is also known that .Ur; is a unitary operator on L’((O, 3~:) r dr) for 
1’ > -1 (many references quote the condition as v > -i, but the extension 
to the larger range is not difficult). We will need the operator T,. = .;ci; .Y? , 
for - 1 < 1’ < 1, which is also a unitary operator on L*( (0, K’)), r dr). It is 
clear that T,, changes -v-Hankel transforms into r-Hankel transforms: 
- I 
q (.s ) J ~ (rs ) .Y rls = 
i 
^ ’ T,.cp(.r) J,.(rs).s A. (2.9) 
” 0 0 
This is the reason it is needed in our discussion. 
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We will call 7;. a nwd~fkrz' Hilherr /rmsfform, since it turns out to be a 
classical pseudo-differential operator of order zero, or a Calderon 
Zygmund operator, given as a principal value singular integral. 
Ptwc$ The proof is based on the well-known integral formula 
’ J, (.sY).Y 
.s? + i’ 
ds = K, (ri ) (2.1 I) 
[L, p. 1331 for - I < 1’ < 2, I’ > 0. 1> 0. In fact both sides are analytic func- 
tions of i, in Re jL > 0, so we may substitute ~&it for i. with c, t > 0. We 
then multiply by c!(t) and integrate with respect to t &. By choosing cp to 
be C’ with compact support in (0, .y,) we can easily justify all interchanges 
of integrals and limits that arise. So far we have 
Now we let i: + 0 ’ . and using the identity 
valid when -n/2 < arg z < 7c [L. pp. 10% 1091 we obtain 
- f 
zz 
!,; Gk ((I- 
lni ‘J / (yr) - (,tin’ ‘J,,(rf)) cp(r)f c/t. 
Multiplying these equations by & (1/2i)c GVn’ and adding, we cancel the J, 
terms on the right and are left with 
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Taking OK of both sides yields 
and (2.10) follows by a simple computation using the well-known facts 
lim L ^’ 
1 i 
1 1 
1 ,(I 2ni-,l .s-r-ii: .s - t + ii: i l)(t) dt = l)(s) 
and 
We consider for the moment only functions which are very well behaved. 
say belonging to ‘/(Rz), the C ’ functions of compact support. The reader 
is warned that the formulas we derive will not be universally valid; we will 
return later to the question of precisely which functions are allowed. We 
will write the Fourier transform as r(r, ;.) for both the n = sr~ and the finite 
cases, with the understanding that 1’ is restricted to values k/n. k an integer, 
if n is finite. 
Now the (.u, 1.) coordinates in R’ lift to local coordinates in IRZ, but the 
differential operators ?!C:.u and c?,ii;~, are well defined globally. In fact. it 
turns out to be more convenient to work with the complex differential 
operators 
In polar coordinates these operators take the form 
(2.12) 
A simple computation, using the recursion relations for Bessel functions 
(?/(;~z+v/:)J,(I’)=J, ,(r) and (?/a:-\#,/:)J,(r)= -J, +,(;). yields 
g (e”“J+v(i.r))= &i RP’~ ““J,,, I ,OJ) 
g (PJ + ,(h)) = T; 2“ ’ ““J + (I( + , ,(ir). 
(2.13) 
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Suppose we could apply (2.13) directly to (2.4). interchanging the 
derivative and the integral. The result would be 
-i 1” , 1,’ r(v, 2) ic)“’ ““J ~, ,(i.r)i rli. t/v. 
which becomes 
after the change of variable v --f 1’ + 1. Note that the integral over the range 
- 1 < v < 0 is “mixed-up,” in that we have negative order Bessel functions. 
We thus need to use the modified Hilbert transform to “straighten it out.” 
This suggests that we should have 
(O<v< %) 
(-I <r<O) (2.14) 
(-YL<\‘< -I). 
Note that we can also write 
$T !,(j.f(v + I, i.)) = -$AT ) ,( ?(Y+ 1. i)), (2.15) 
as can be seen directly from (2.10). A similar computation indicates 
(1 <l,< x) 
(O<\l< 1) (2.16) 
(-x <v<O), 
where we may also write 
:7;.(l.j’(e I,).))= --iiT. ,(,[(\N- I, i.)). (2.17) 
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then 
(2.19) 
Proc$ We substitute ii/j?: in (2.5) and integrate by parts, which we 
may do without boundary terms since .f‘~. ‘;r. If v < 0 we find, using (2.13), 
$ (v, 1.) = -; i, i‘ ’ 1’ f(r. 0) (’ 0 + II11 J ) ,(E,r)rcir cc’t). 
( I I 0 
If v < - 1 this is exactly - sAf( v + 1, j,) by (2.5). If - 1 < Y < 0 we inter- 
change integrals to obtain - 
1 
= --E”T , 
2 
,,f(v+ 1. j”). 
The other parts of (2.14) and (2.16) are established similarly. Finally (2.19) 
follows since 7;. is an L’ isometry for - 1 < I’ < 1. Q.E.D. 
We can similarly compute the Fourier transform of (Z/r?,-)’ (~?/?:)~j’ in 
terms of ,j? We need to extend the operators T, outside the original range 
of v, and for this we simply take (2.10) as the definition. 
i 
(-$)'+A j'(v+j-k, A) 
= 7y(($,)'+A ?(\I+ j-k, L)) 
(ii)“‘.j’(v+j-k,i.) 
(Odv<r_) 
(k- ,j<v<O) (2.20) 
(-r-<v<k-j) 
(k-,j<v< x) 
(O<v<k-j) (2.21 1 
(--;c <v<O) 
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if’,j < k. III purticulrr 
(Ak,f)n (c, 2) = (- 1)“ j.“‘,j’(~, j”). (2.22 
Proof: This follows by induction and the identity ST, ~_, = -T.S, wheri 
Scp(s) = .scp(.s). 
Let HI‘(R:) denote the usual L2 Sobolev space of all functions in L’ 
with derivatives of order up to k in L”. It is clear that this condition is 
equivalent to requiring (ii/(?:)“ (a/?E)“,f~ L’ for all a + h ,< k. We take 
for the norm on H”, and we define Hi(IWi) to be the closure of 2 in the 
H” norm. 
THEOREM 2.4. Hb(Ri) = H ‘( Rf), and,for,function.s in this c1ussformu1u.s 
(2.14))(2.19) continue to he &id. Furthermore ,f 6 H*(Rz) ifund on/l> (f’ 
1” cl/l < M_’ (2.23,, 1 
or 
2n .i‘ ’ , .r,,’ ( I +i2) I,f(v, 1.)12i.d3.ht< ~1. (2.23 < 1 
Proof: Consider the orthogonal complement of Hi, in H’. By a simple 
computation this is the set of solutions of df= f‘ which lie in H’. To show 
HA = H’ we need to show that such eigenfunctions must be zero. 
Now in fact it is not hard to construct all L* solutions to Af =f: Indeed, 
by taking a Fourier expansion in the H variable we are led to the modified 
Bessel differential equation U” + (l/r)u’ - (1 + v’/r2) u = 0, which has a two- 
dimensional space of solutions with basis K,,,,(r) and I,,,,(r). However, we 
can immediately eliminate the I,,,, (r) solutions because they have exponen- 
tial growth as r --f a, whereas K,,, (r) has exponential decay. Thus we must 
have ,f(r, 0) = 1 L , i(v) K,,, (r)e”“’ hl for a suitable function $ in the case 
II = ‘x, with a similar sum for n finite. However, the behavior of K,,,,(r) as 
r -+ 0 is O(r “‘I) (except v = 0), so we can rule out /v/ 3 1 if ,f is to be L’ 
near r = 0. Since 
I 7rv 
K,,,,(r)‘rdr== 
2 sin 71~’ 
fOJ -l<v<l (2.24) 
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(see [PBM, p. 3851) we have 
.f’(r, fl) = “’ 
! 
, l)(v) K,,,,(r)&’ dv 
for all $ such that 
j’ , l~(\,)12 ~ dv < cr3 
(2.25, ) 
(2.26 ,, 1 
as the form of all L’ solutions of df‘=f; where II.f‘ll z is given by (2.26). The 
corresponding result for n finite is 
with 
(2.25,~ 
But none of these functions can belong to H ‘. In fact, if f’~ H’ we must 
have (c?/i%)J’E L2, and since (l?/&)f’ is already exhibited as a Fourier 
transform or series in the 8 variable, we would have to have 
i: I(i?/ar) K,,,(r)l’rdr finite for some value of V. But (a/i?r) K,,,,(r)- 
CY I”~-’ as r + 0 (this is even true when v=O, because K,(r) has a log r 
term). This completes the proof of H’ = Hh. 
Since (2.13)- (2.19) are valid for Sr they follow for HA by continuity. 
hence they hold for H ‘, and of course they imply (2.23). It remains to show 
that if ,p satisfies (2.23) then in fact ,f~ H’. So consider the Hilbert space 
of functions f~ L2 such that (2.23) is finite, with (2.23) giving the Hilbert 
space norm, and consider the orthogonal complement of H’ in this space. 
Again, it is the set of solutions to Af =JI Thus, to complete the proof, we 
need to show that none of the solutions (2.25) can satisfy (2.23). This will 
be apparent once we compute the Fourier transform for functions of the 
form (2.25). Indeed, 
s 0 * K,v,(r)J,v,(lr)rdr=$ (2.27) 
follows by the Hankel inversion formula from the familiar result [L, 
p. 1331 
.r 
, 
o $ J,,,(i.r)idA.= K,,,(r) (2.28 ) 
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(actually, the convergence property of (2.27) is much better than (2.28)). 
Thus if .f‘ has the form (2.25) then 
j” I b I 
,f(v, A) = $(v) - 
1 +i.’ (IY < 1) 
(Ikl <n) 
(2.29 r 1 
(2.29,,) 
and (2.23) fails. Q.E.D. 
Next, suppose we consider those functions in L’ for which only one of 
the derivatives, say af/az, is in L.‘. Call the space of all such functions Hi. 
with norm 
and similarly define H 1. Because the operators Z/d= and a/dE are elliptic, 
you might be tempted to think Hi and H l are equal to H’. Indeed, for 
functions in H’, it follows from the theorem that the H’ norm is equal to 
the Hi or Hj norm. Nevertheless, the spaces H J are strictly larger than 
H ‘, and (2.19) is no longer valid on these spaces. 
THEOREM 2.5. The space H: is the orthogonal direct sum H ’ OK,, 
wlhere K, is the space of all ,func.tions sf the form 
.f(r, 0) = i’ t/(v) K,,.,(r)e”‘” dv 
0 
(2.30 i ) 
.f(r, b’)=“x’ @ (i) K,/,,~,,(r)e’(“““‘, 
k=I 
for ichich 
(2.31,,) 
is finite (if n= 1, then K, is zero). Also, (2.14)(2.15) holds .for H:. 
Similarly, Hi = H’ OK,, where the description qf‘ K, hus the integral or sun7 
extending over - 1 < \I < 0, and (2.16)-(2.17) holds on H!. 
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Proof: Define Kz to be the orthogonal complement of H ’ in Hi. Again, 
it follows easily that functions in KI must satisfy A,f =,f, hence have the 
form (2.25). But, by applying 
to (2.25), and using the recursion relations for K,,,,(r), we find 
$( (r, 0) = -I [’ t,b(v) K, ,(r)p’(’ ’ I(’ d\t. 
- I 
But, in order for this to be in L’ we must have $(v) vanish for v < 0. Thus 
we obtain the form (2.30. ), and (2.31 x ) follows from (2.26..) since 
7A’ n’(1 - V) 7c2 
-+ =- 
sin 711’ sin n( 1 - v) sin no’ 
A similar argument applies for the case n finite, with the additional obser- 
vation that $(O) = 0 is required. 
Now our computation of @j’~?r can be rewritten 
F (r, H)= -i f” $(v+ 1) K,,.,(r)r”‘“dv, 
z ” I 
and in view of (2.27) we have 
(O<v< 1) 
otherwise 
(2.32) 
while 
- g(Ll + 1 )(P/( 1 + I&2)) (-1 <v<O) 
(2.33) 
0 otherwise 
Thus to verify (2.14)-(2.15) it suffices to show Tm ,,(j,“/(l +i.‘))= 
P”/( 1 + 12) for 0 < p < 1. But since Tp,, = X I, - .q, this is equivalent to 
Y$(i.“/( 1 + I.‘)) = X-,,(i. “/(I + 12)), and this follows from (2.28) (remem- 
ber K,, = K ,<). Q.E.D. 
The reason that (2.19) fails is that A&V + 1, E.) fails to be in L2(A di) for 
- 1 < v < 0, so the fact that T I( is an L2 isometry is not relevant. In this 
case T ,, maps the non-L2 function i.‘+*/(l + ;2) to the L’ function 
2 “I( 1 + i2). 
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In order to describe the Fourier transform of functions in Hh for k > 1 
we need to understand the modified Hilbert transforms 7; for values of 
~8 > 1. The isometric property remains valid if certain moment conditions 
are satisfied. These moment conditions are not meaningful over the entire 
Hilbert space, but they are quite satisfactory for our purposes. 
LEMMA 2.6. Suppose k < IV <k + 1 for some positive integer k, and let 
cp( t) he u C z ,ftrnc.tion of compact support in (0, x ). Thcw 7;, cp( t) E L,‘( t dt) 
if’ und oni?, if 
(2.34) 
,for j=O, 1, . . . . [k/Z]. lf(2.34) holds then 11T,cp/lI,2= 1Jcpll,,~, 
Proof: Since PV S,I- (l/(t*-2)) ds= 0 we can write 
T,~(t)=COSn,.~(t)+~sinn,, 
71 
where the integral converges absolutely for our restricted class of functions. 
Clearly T,cp E L’ if and only if the behavior of 1: (t/s)’ cp(s)(s/(t* -.?)) Ils 
for t near zero and infinity is in L2. Now a priori this integral is O(r’ ‘) 
at x and O(t’) at 0. so for our values of 13 it is only the behaviour near 
-X for r > 0 or 0 for v < 0 that can prevent TV(p from being in L*. 
If t is close enough to 0 then t < $Y for s in the support of q, so we may 
take a power series expansion 
For this to be in L*(t dt) near t = 0 when r< 0 we need the coefficients of 
t”+*’ to vanish if r + 2jd -1, and this is exactly (2.34). 
To prove the isometric property of 7;. for 11 <O we use the principle of 
analytic continuation. Fix a value r,,, and for cp satisfying (2.34) for L’ = 11~~ 
lind an analytic family cpv of functions such that cp,,,) = cp and cpY satisfies 
(2.34) for all r> vu. For example, set cp,(s)=s’ ‘l)q(s). Then 
Jo’ 7;.cp,.(t)‘t dt is an analytic function of v on ~‘3 vO, as is Jo’ q,,(t)*t dt. 
Since these analytic functions agree on the interval - 1 < 1’~ 1, they are 
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equal everywhere. This gives the isometric property for real-valued 
functions, but since the operator T,, is real, it holds for complex-valued 
functions as well simply by separating real and imaginary parts. 
A similar argument for the behavior near infinity shows that if 
k < V< k + 1 then T,‘cp is in L’ if and only if 
P, 
! cp(s).s’ +” ” ds = 0 for .j= 0, 1, . . . . [k/2]. Q.E.D. o 
THEOREM 2.1. A ,jimction ,f belongs to H” if and only tf.7 satisfies 
01 
(2.36 , ) 
(2.36,,) 
is ,fi’nite, and the moment conditions 
hold ,for all non-integer v satisjjsing IIS/ <k - 1. trhere m is an)’ non-negative 
integer satisfying 1v( + 2m + 1 <k. For f E H”, the .formulas (2.20)- (2.22) 
hold, and (2.36) is equivalent to 1i.f lj$i. When n = x the spaces H” and Ht, 
coincide, w;hile ,for n finite, the s&space Ht is characterized by the fact that 
the moment conditions (2.37) hold ,for integer values of v as ~~11. 
Prooj: Note that the finiteness of (2.36) implies that the moment condi- 
tions are well defined, in that the integral in (2.37) is absolutely convergent. 
For simplicity of exposition we first discuss the case k = 2. If .f‘~ H2 then 
f; c?f‘J&, and ?f/& are in H’, and so by Theorem 2.4 we have (2.20)-(2.22) 
giving the Fourier transform of i?TfJdz2, (7y/a?, and (?ffJdz L7:= $ /?f Now 
the requirements f 6 L’ and LI~‘E L2 give exactly the finiteness of (2.36). 
Consider now the condition a2fl&’ on the Fourier transform. For 
0~ v < x and - ~1 <V d -2 this is already covered by (2.36). For 
-2<v<O we need 
Now for - 1 < I’< 0 we know T ,, is an isometry (in the case n is finite we 
observe that r, is minus the identity because the sin XV factor vanishes, and 
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more generally the same observation pertains to any integral value of 11). 
For -2 < v < -1 we apply Lemma 2.6. Strictly speaking we should have 
)&‘.j‘(v + 2, i) smooth and of compact support in i, but this can be handled 
by a routine approximation argument since we have the finiteness of (2.36). 
This gives us the moment condition (2.37) for t?r = 0 and 0 < v < 1. 
Similarly, the requirement ?‘,f/(?Y E L’ gives (2.37) for - I < v < 0. Also. 
the isometric property of 7; given the moment conditions shows 
Conversely, suppose we have (2.36) finite for k =2 and the moment 
condition (2.37) for 0 < III/ < 1 and m = 0. Then we certainly have .f’~ H ’
by Theorem 2.4, and ;If/c’z and Zj;‘cSZ are given by (2.14) and (2.16). We 
need to show Q/Z: and ?f/aE are in H’, and we will do this by verifying 
condition (2.23) of Theorem 2.4. The only non-trivial part is showing 
and 
But the first integral is equal to 
and this is equal to 
by Lemma 2.6 since (2.37) gives the correct moment condition (again after 
the appropriate approximation argument). Similarly, we see that the 
second integral is equal to 
and both are controlled by (2.36). 
Now functions in H” are continuous. This follows from the usual 
Sobolev theory. In fact, by restricting /’ to a half-space N < 0 < LI + 71, where 
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u is any fixed real, we know that ,f’ is continuous up to the closure of the 
half-space, hence lim, +,,,f’(r, 8) must exist and be independent of 0. When 
n = x this limit must be zero, or else f’ could not be L2. However, it 
follows by the usual Sobolev theory that the subspace Hi is characterized 
by the condition lim,+,,f’(r, O)=O. Thus Hi= H’ when n = -*_, On the 
other hand, when n is finite, it follows from (2.4) that 
so this vanishes if and only if (2.37) holds for 1’ = 0. 
Finally, the case k > 2 is proved by induction. We omit the details. 
Q.E.D. 
Now we consider the spaces analogous to R,‘, when n is a positive real 
number, not necessarily an integer. These spaces are given by the coor- 
dinates (r, e), where r > 0 and H is periodic of period 27-m and the metric 
dr2 + r* d8’ as before. The only difference is that now the operators i/c?.u 
and Z/a!, are not globally defined. Otherwise, we adopt the same notation 
and definitions. Statements like (2.14) and (2.16) no longer make sense. 
Nevertheless. the essence of Theorems 2.4 and 2.7 remains valid. 
THEOREM 2.8. Lrt n denote an)’ positive real number. ThcJn Theorem 2.4 
is valid except that (2.14)-( 2.19) no longtjr ccppl~t. Similurly, Tht~orrm 2.7 is 
valid, excqt that (2.20) and (2.21) no longer appl.)‘, but (2.22) remains tlalid. 
ProqJ The proof that H,$ Rf) = H ‘( Rf) is the same as before. Now for 
,f~9 we obtain j,,8; IVf’l’ d.y = -l,fdf’ I, d’ L Y erectly by integration by parts, 
and (A,f’)^ (k/n, jU) = -I.‘.f(k/n, i.) from (2.5,,) and integration by parts. 
Then from (2.6,,) (in polarized form) we obtain 
But since we know i/‘ is dense in H’ this continues to hold for ,J’E H ‘, and 
this shows (2.23,,) is finite. Conversely, consider the subspace of L’ for 
which (2.23,,) is finite. This is a Hilbert space with norm square given by 
(2.23,,) and contains H’ isometrically. We need to show that the 
orthogonal complement of H’ in this space is zero. However, it is easy to 
see that functions in this orthogonal complement satisfy 4f’= I; and the 
last part of the proof of Theorem 2.4 applies. 
Next we consider Theorem 2.7, giving the proof for the special case 
k = 2. Suppose ,f‘~ 9’. Then a direct integration by parts shows //V2,f‘// f = 
IILI~‘~~ $ and also (2.22) holds for k = 1 by integrating by parts in (2.5). Thus 
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(2.36,,) is equal to Il,f’\l iZ for J’E S and k = 2, and by closure the same holds 
for j’~ Hi. We obtain the moment condition (2.37) for m = 0 and (V < I 
(including v=O) for /‘EQ by observing that 
r 114 -27,, 
-I 2m “0 l’ 
“‘(‘,f (r, 8) ff8 = . ’ 
J 
.i‘(v, l-)r “‘J,,;(ir)A di (2.38) 
(1 
vanishes for small enough I’, but the limit as r -+ 0 of the right side is 
1’ I(,/ f(v, iL)i,l’l + l di 1 
Since the moment condition makes sense for all ,f for which (2.36,,) is finite 
with k = 2. it follows that it holds for all ,f~ Hi. 
If we only assume ,J’E HZ then we know 4f’~ L’. Since .f’~ H’ we know 
If we can show 1 ]yf‘/’ d.u = -1 f‘dfc/.~ this will show (2.22) with k = 1, and 
hence that (2.36,,) is finite. But we can divide R,‘, into a finite number of 
sectors S, = {N, d 0 6 u,, , ) with N,, , - II, < 2n so that each sector may be 
regarded as a sector in ordinary Euclidean space R’. The restriction of f‘ 
to each sector belongs to H2, and so we can apply integration by parts on 
each sector to obtain ls, lF7f’l’ d-v = -Is, ,f 4f (1-y + boundary terms. The 
boundary terms are integrals of the product of ,f and a first derivative of 
f’ along the boundary lines 0 = u, and 8 = a, + , These integrals are a priori 
well delined because the restriction of ,f’ and its first derivatives to any line 
are in L’. When we add up these identities over all the sectors, the 
contributions of the boundary terms from adjacent sectors will cancel, 
leaving SW; 1yf 1’ rf.y = -jLB; ,j’/l.f’d.x as desired. 
To get the moment conditions with v # 0 for ,f~ H’ we use the identity 
(2.38), but now we argue that the limit of the left side as r -+ 0 must be zero 
for 0 < 11’) < 1. To see this we again restrict ,/‘ to a sector S,. Then H ‘(A’,) 
consists of functions that are Lip 2 for all 3 < 1. In particular, 
lim I .,,,f’(r. 8) must exist and be independent of 0 (it does not have to be 
zero, however, which explains why we do not get the moment condition 
for V= 0). Call this constant limit A. The Lipschitz condition implies 
lim,. +,) r I” I.f’(r, 0) - Al = 0 for 0 < /\‘I < I, which easily implies the desired 
conclusion. 
Conversely. consider the Hilbert space of functions in L’ such that 
(2.36,,) is finite with k = 2, with the obvious inner product. We need to 
compute the orthogonal complement of Hi in this space. Of course this is 
the same as the orthogonal complement of 9, and an easy computation 
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shows that it consists of exactly the solutions of (I- A)‘.f’=O. Define 
FE L’ by p(v:, ;.) = (1 + j”‘) ,f(v, 1.). Then for go 9 we have 
so (I - A ) ,f‘ = F, hence (I ~ A) F = 0. Thus p has the form (2.29,, ) and hence 
f has the form 
with $ vanishing outside Ik] /n < 1. This shows that the Fourier transforms 
of functions in Hi are exactly characterized in our Hilbert space by the 
moment conditions for jr < 1. 
Similarly, if ,f‘ belongs to the orthogonal complement of Hz in the same 
Hilbert space then it already belongs to the orthogonal complement of Hz, 
so it has the above form. Since we have already verified the moment condi- 
tions with v # 0 for HZ it follows that the orthogonal complement contains 
all functions of this form with $(O) = 0. But we can rule out the possibility 
that Ii/(O) # 0 by observing that H” contains radial functions not in Hi that 
do not vanish as r--f 0. and orthogonality to such functions implies 
I/J(O) = 0. QED. 
Renzurks. (1) Now we are in a position to make the connection with 
the spectral theory of A. Let us write A,, for the closure of the operator A 
on c/, in other words. the closed operator whose domain is exactly Hf,. 
Then A, is symmetric and non-positive, but not self-adjoint. In fact the 
domain of A$, written Dom(Az), is exactly the set of functions ,f’r L’ such 
that A,~‘E L’. We also define Dam(A) to be the set of ,f‘E L2 such that (2.36) 
is finite for k = 2, and let A denote the operator whose domain is Dam(A) 
and is defined by (A,f‘)^ = -1’,f In fact. it is not difficult to see that this 
definition agrees with the distribution definition of A,fi for example. if .f is 
continuous and compactly supported then the two definitions agree 
because (2.4) can be differentiated directly, and then the general case 
follows because such ,p are dense in Dam(A). On the other hand, Fourier 
multiplication by -i.’ does not give A on Dom(Az). 
It is clear that A on Dam(A) is a self-adjoint, non-positive operator; in 
fact, it is already exhibited as a multiplication operator on an L’ space. 
Clearly ,/% is the operator we have called A with domain equal to H’ 
by Theorem 2.4. Since the Dirichlet form 1 IVfl’ agrees with liA,~l~~ on 
H’ = H,!,, again by Theorem 2.4. we can identify A on Dam(A) with the 
Dirichlet Laplacian (see [Dl]), which is also the same as the Friedrichs 
extension of A,,. But we can also describe in a very explicit fashion the 
difference between the Hilbert spaces 
H~c H’zDom(A)c_Dom(A,T). 
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In terms of the Fourier transforms, the differences between the first three 
/-A 
are given by Theorem 2.7. If we write &i,i c fiiz c Dam(d) for the spaces of 
Fourier transforms, then &&-r(d) is just the L' space for the measure 
2n( I + i.‘)“i. &. h! (or 27rn( I + i,‘)‘E, L/i. when n is finite). When II is finite. 
/?, is the subspace (of finite codimension) of functions satisfying 
,. I 
( ,f(v, L)i.'"'+' cli.=O (2.39) 
d I) 
for 1’ = f,j/tz, 1 <<.j < n; when n is infinite, fiiz = $i,‘, has infinite codimension 
and is given by (2.39) for 0 < j~( < I. When n is finite, fii,‘, has codimension 
one in fiiz and is given by (2.39) for v = 0. 
Let us write D%(d)‘:/?’ for the orthogonal complement of f?’ in 
D%(n). The functions in this space can be written in the form 
f( 13, i ) = 
(2J”‘/( 1 + A’)‘) l)(v) (0 < I\‘/ < I ) 
0 otherwise 
with 
(2.40) 
(2.41 , ) 
(2.41,,) 
finite and equal to the Dam(d) norm squared. But now we can invert the 
Fourier transform by computing (2.4) directly (see [L, p. 1331) to obtain 
the description of Dom(d)\H’ as functions of the form 
! " , $(v)rK, il,(Y)P'I'ff d\, (2.42, ) 
01 
,I I 
c ti(-> ' rK , n ,,/ ,l(r)c"""o (2.42,~ +,= I
with (2.41 ) finite. Also, when II is finite, H’j H,', is spanned by the single 
normalized function 
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Finally, we describe Dom(dz). Consider first the Fourier transforms. By 
definition, .?~&k(di) if and only if ,?E Lz(jU & do’) and there exists 
t? E L2(i. d;l hl) such that 
for all jj~fij:,, and then (~I8.f‘) A = fi. But, according to our description of 
fiz, this means -j.‘,&v, j-)=&v, I.)+$(r)i.“’ for tj supported on /\!I < 1 
with (2.41 ) finite. With notations changed slightly, this says ,f(v, jL) = 
p(=(v, /1) +tj(r)(k”‘/( I +i”‘)), where FE &k(d). In view of the proof of 
Theorem 2.4 this says that Dom(n,*) is the sum of Dam(d) and the space 
of L’ solutions of df’=,f; given explicitly by (2.25) under the condition that 
(2.26) be finite. 
We can characterize the subspace Dam(d) in Dom(n,*) by the simple 
condition of boundedness. 
THEOREM 2.9. Suppose ,f’ und Af’ uw in L’. Then ,f‘~ Dom( A ) if’und on!,~ 
if. f’ is hozm&d. urid 
ll.f’ll I G 4 Il.f’ll 2+ Ilnf’ll 2) (2.43) 
fir ,fe Dam(d). 
Proof: The boundedness of functions in H’ is a consequence of the 
usual Sobolev inequalities on R’ applied locally on sectors. The bounded- 
ness of functions of the form (2.42) follows easily from properties of K,.(r). 
For example, 
shows that K, (1.) is monotonically increasing in v, and rK, (r) is uniformly 
bounded. This also yields (2.43) for such functions. Also, we have jj,f‘jl , < 
c( ji,f’jl z + llV’,f’l( ?) for functions in H’ by Sobolev’s inequality and 
for f‘~ H’ by Theorem 2.7, which yields (2.43) for ,f‘~ H ‘. Since the 
splitting of Dam(n) into H’ and functions of the form (2.42) is orthogonal, 
we obtain (2.43) on Dom(d ), 
To complete the proof it suffices to show that non-zero functions of the 
form (2.25) are unbounded. This is obvious when u is finite since the 
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individual functions K,.(r) are unbounded. For n = M, we reason as follows. 
Suppose (2.25, ) were bounded; then we would have 
for all r > 0 for any /z E L’( Iw). In particular, choose h so that h^ is supported 
and non-zero in an interval (u, h) not containing zero, say 0 <u < h < 1. 
Now for a< Y< h we can write K,.(u)=2’ ‘f(v)r ’ + R(v, r), where the 
remainder R(v, r) is uniformly bounded. Thus we have 
If 
“<y .f’(v)t I dv d M 
for all r > 0, where ,f’(~) = 2” ‘f(v) h(v) $(c). But we have the same 
estimate replacing fz by a translate, or equivalently replacing A(V) by 
&“‘I?( V) for any real ~3. If we write r = c ’ this gives 
f’( I’)<>“’ da < M 
for all z E C, which by Liouville’s theorem and the uniqueness of Fourier 
transforms (,f’ is in fact L’) shows ,I’= 0. Thus $ vanishes on (a, h), hence 
11, G 0. Q.E.D. 
(2) Of course there are many different self-adjoint extensions of d,,. 
However, when rz < 1, there is only one, namely A, which is non-positive. 
Indeed, by Krein’s theorem [RN, pp. 336-3401 the non-negative self- 
adjoint extensions of -A,, are in one-to-one correspondence with the 
extensions of B = (I+ A,)(/- A,) ’ that are symmetric and of norm < 1. 
Now if ndl, then only one of the conditions (2.38) holds in 
Ni = Dom(d,), namely v= 0. It is then easy to see that the domain of B 
has codimension one in L’, and is defined by 
while (@f’) A (v, i.) = (( 1 - E.“)/( 1 + i’)) ,f( 11, 1.) for ,f’ in this domain. An easy 
computation shows that any symmetric extension B of B must have the 
form 
I 
( .) s /(v, i) (VZO) (ilf)n (v. i.) = 
1-i.’ ^ i :i 1+;11 .I’(O, i) + (’ j ’ .i’(O, t) --k cir (1 + 3”‘) (1 (1 + I-) (v = 0) 
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for some real constant I’. We claim that the norm of B must be > 1 if c #O. 
Indeed since B is self-adjoint the condition li@ 6 1 is equivalent to 
- ll.fll’ 6 (&i f) < Il.f’II’. Now since (pf),‘, = &+ c(.fl, c) i;, where 
nz(r, i-) = (1 - j.‘)/( 1 + j.‘) and 
t:( \‘, i) = l/(1 +i.‘) (v=O) 
0 otherwise, 
the conditions are 
When c> 0 the first inequality in (2.44) is automatic and the second 
inequality is equivalent to 
which can only hold for appropriate c if t:,‘,/:=~ L2. Similarly, when 
c < 0 the second inequality in (2.44) is automatic and the first inequality is 
equivalent to 
which can only hold for appropriate c if C/,/GEL*. But we easily 
compute 
and 
so for no value of C’ # 0 does (2.44) hold. 
Of course the analogous argument will not work when n > 1 and there 
exist values of v with 0 < Iv] < 1 in (2.4). Now there are many non-positive 
self-adjoint extensions. Here we point out two that seem most interesting, 
corresponding to the condition that ;If/& (respectively 4f/Z) remain 
bounded as Y -+ 0 (we require n an integer or x). From (2.13) we see that 
for Iv\ 3 1 the choice ,f = e”“J,,,,(ir) makes both if/az and if/& bounded as 
Y --, 0, while for (VI < 1 the choice ,f = ervHJ ,,(h) makes i3f/2r bounded, 
while the choice .f = rfVf’J,(ilr) makes $fj’dT bounded. Thus the appropriate 
harmonic analysis would involve using r”‘“J ,V, (Ar) in place of c~“J,,,,(IJ) 
in the interval 0 < r < I (respectively - 1 < I’ < 0). 
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(3) Finally, we observe that the point of view of in [St21 can be easily 
carried over to this context. The expansion (2.4) gives the simultaneous 
spectral theory of A and 8/M, but if we integrate (or sum) first with respect 
to v, we are left with just the spectral theory of A. Let us write 
d; f‘= 1. I^ L f(v, R)J,,,(j,r)~~““d~~ (2.45 , ) ” I 
or 
so that (2.4) says 
(2.45,) 
,f = jc,’ :‘p, .f dl. (2.46) 
and of course A.Pf= -i’Yj,f: Then an easy extension of the arguments in 
Section 3 in [St21 yields the Plancherel formula 
or 
(2.47, 1 
l-7,, 1 
and we obtain an equivalent norm by replacing the limit by a supremum. 
However, there is one signilicant difference in our context: We cannot 
characterize the eigenfunctions that arise as ,Y, .f for ,f‘~ L’ solely by their 
asymptotic behavior at infinity. The condition 
for Af, = - E,‘,fi allows also functions of the form 
Presumably we would need some sort of boundedness as r -+ 0 as an 
additional condition in any characterization. 
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3. MULTIPIKATION OPERATORS 
We consider first the operations of multiplication by z and ? on L’( Rf), 
with n = c/- or n an integer. Both these operators have as domain the set 
of ,f’~ L” such that [J’E L’, and 9 is dense in this domain. Thus we may, 
when convenient, assume f‘cL;/ in deriving our formulas. 
(1 <v) 
(O<v< I) 
(VGO) 
(Odv) 
(-l<V<O) 
(1’6 -1) 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
Finally, j’ and tj we in L’ {f’and only if ,i (Sic’i),~ und (v/k),j’ure in L2 (h?x 
the L’ norm on the Fourier trurujkn side MT mean the right side of (2.6)). 
Proof: From (2.5) we have 
<f’(v, A)=& j’, ?:,: ,j’(r, H)~J,,,(i~r)e ” ‘“‘rdrdti. 
For v>/ I we use 
(3.5) 
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and interchange the operator i?/c?i. with the integral to obtain 
For 0 < 1’ < 1 the same argument produces 
Then we use (2.9) to obtain 
which will give the desired result once we have verified (3.3). Finally, for 
v<O we use 
(3.6) 
to obtain <j’(v, EL) = (?/?j. + (1 - r)/n) ?(v - 1. j.). This completes the proof 
of (3.1 ), and the proof of (3.2) is similar. 
To verify (3.3) for - 1 < \I< I we use the definition q = .Ur,. .X , From 
(3.5) we obtain 
hence 
where R denotes the operator f(r) -+ rf(r). Similarly, from (3.6) we obtain 
hence 
(3.8) 
Comparing (3.7) and (3.8) we obtain (3.3). 
Now (3.4) follows from averaging the Plancherel formuala (2.6) for ;/ 
and Gjf’ using (3.1) (3.2), and the isometric property of TL,.. The 
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orthogonality of (P/i?%) f and ( r/JU),j’ can be verified directly by an integra- 
tion by parts argument (this uses the vanishing of ,{(\I, 1.) as j. -+ 0. which 
is established below). A simple approximation argument shows that if cj is 
in L’ then (?/?j,),r and (v,‘I.),p are in L’ and (3.1))(3.4) continue to hold. 
Finally, we assume only that ,f‘~ L’ and (C/?j,),j‘ and (tl/jU),p are in L’. 
First we claim that this implies lim, +. p( 11, jk) = 0 for 1’ # 0 (almost 
everywhere in the II = Y- case). To see this we compute 
so for v # 0 (a.e.), ,f( V, E.)’ is absolutely continuous in i. hence 
lim , ~_ o,p( v, i-) exists. But it cannot be different from zero if 
is finite. Also, we have 
,lim, i’ ‘.f( \I, A) = 0 for a.e. 1’ 
since the hypotheses imply that I.’ ’ ^ ,f( \I, i) is in the Sobolev space H ‘(R’ ). 
To show C/‘G L’ we first construct a function go L’ by substituting the 
right of (3.1) into the Fourier inversion formula (2.4): 
Indeed, our hypotheses on p show that g is the inverse Fourier transform 
of an L2 function, hence g E L2. If we can show g = of’ as expected, then we 
will have t-f E L2. 
Now ifO<v<l we have 
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by (2.9). Now we can integrate by parts without boundary 
f(v-I,&/ ,(” )“” ir I vanishes as ;. --t 0 or i. + x. The result is 
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terms since 
Similar arguments for v 3 1 and v < 0 show 
glr, 0) = y i ’ i ’ .fcr - I, 2) J,,. ,,(i.r)r”“i d;. hN 
. T “0 
= re’“f( r, 8). 
Note that for v = 1 we need the vanishing of f(O, I-) J, (Jr)), as i + 0, and 
we cannot use our previous argument. However, we have 
so the possible singularity of ,f(O, j,) is more than compensated for by the 
double zero of J, (A-)3.. QED. 
COROLLARY 3.2. [f,f’~ L2 and riek,f E L’ then we haw 
f-11’ if OS1 
Ei.k = Tm,. if j-k<v<O (3.10) 
(-1)” if 1’ < j - k 
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(-IT if’ j-k<\’ 
E,. is = T, (f O<r<,j-k 
C-1)’ if’ I’ ,< 0. 
(3.12) 
In particular, 
Also, the Jirnctions in (3.9) and (3.11 ), to lvhich the operators T,, und 7’ , we 
upplied, automaticall~~ .scrti.l.fi. the momen condition.v (2.34) of Lemma 2.6. 
Proqf: We obtain (3.9)-(3.13) from (3.1) and (3.2) by induction, using 
(3.3) extended outside the interval - 1 <r < I by analytic continuation. 
This makes use of the moment conditions (2.34) which are established by 
integration by parts. Q.E.D. 
Remurk. It is not true that 
implies r2fe L’. For a counterexample consider ,p( V, A) = $(r) K,,., (i) for $ 
a cut-off function supported in - 1 < \-’ < 1. Then ,f~ L2 and 
but (Z/ZA),p is not in L’. In fact we know by (2.27) and (2.28) that 
,f(r, 8) = J (r”‘/( 1 + r’))P$(v) dv so $4 L’. 
In characterizing the Fourier transform ,f for ,[ in .V (defined below) it 
will be more convenient to deal with the function x defined by 
For example, it is easy to verify 
for any positive integer k 
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COROLLARY 3.3. If r”,f E L2 then jv”‘(?l:i)jw)’ g(v, 2) E L2 und we huw 
Proc$ From the top line of (3.1) we have $(v+ 1. j-)= -(a/a& ‘8/i) 
(;“g(r, A))= -jb”(?/JA)g(vl, 1.) if ~30, which is the top line of (3.16) for 
k = 1. Similarly the bottom line of (3.2) yields the bottom line of (3.16) for 
k = 1, and the general case is established by induction. Then 
follows from (3.16) and the Plancherel formula (2.6). 
We now specialize to the case when IZ is finite. 
Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 3.4. The Schwartz space ,Y(Iwz) is defined to be the set of 
C ’ functions on Rz such that Y’((?/?z)“ (d/E)‘,f is bounded for all non- 
negative integers j, 0, h. 
Observe that functions in ,Y(Ri) are actually smooth up to the 
singularity r = 0. in that lim,,,,f(r, 8) must exist and be independent of 0, 
and similarly for any derivative of ,f. The operators c7/?z, (7/Z? and multi- 
plication by I’ and 5 operate on ?‘(Rf), as does c?j?0 since 
Up until this point we have been assuming that n is an integer. Now we 
drop that assumption. The operators a/Z= and ?/dZ only exist locally, but 
the space Y’(R~) can be defined similarly. We will need the validity of 
(3.13) if r2”f E L’. This can be verified directly for ,f E 9 and then proved 
in general by a limiting argument. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let .f E L2(Ri). Then ,f~ ,sP(rW~) f and only iJ‘.f(v, E.) = 
i.‘“‘g(v, jv) ,for g u C ’ ,function qf i. 3 0 satisf?ing 
lim 4 
c i 
2/+ I 
g(v, I.)=0 ,for 
i.-+O C/t 
j = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (3.17) 
the moment conditions 
r I g(v,i)i2’v’+2”z+’ d.=O .fi)r m=O, 1, 2, . . . (3.18) - 0 
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,for all non-integral 1’. and 
(3.19) 
,for all non-negative integers k and m. 
Prnqf Let ,I’E L’. Then ,f’~ ,Y if and only if r2”lf’E Hk for all nz and k. 
Now if rzm,f E Hk then we obtain the necessity of (3.19) by combining 
(3.13) and Theorem 2.7, and the necessity of (3.18) is just (2.37). To show 
that g is C y up to i, = 0 and satisfies (3.17) which is the same as saying 
g extends to an even function of j., we use the definition (2.5,,) to write 
for V= k/n, and use the well-known fact that J,,,(z)/z”” is an even C ’ 
function of 2. The decay of r”‘f(r, 0) as r -+ ic, justifies interchanging 
i-derivatives with the integral. 
Conversely, suppose g satisfies (3.17))( 3.19) and define 
By (3.19) for k = m = 0 we have .f’~ L’ and .?(\I, 1.) = il“‘g(v, i.). We would 
like to show 
and r”“‘,f E L* for any m. In fact, if we knew r”“f’ were in L’, then (3.20) 
would follow from (3.13) and (3.15). But our hypotheses are on g, not on 
.f; and we know from the remark following Corollary 3.2 that counterexam- 
ples lurk for the unsuspecting; it is here that the behavior of g near A= 0 
must come into play. 
Let us define F(r, 6) by Fourier inversion from 
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Then by (3.19) we know FEL’, and to prove (3.20) it suffices to show 
F= (- 1 )mrzmf: To do this we repeatedly integrate by parts in the defini- 
tion of F. Thus we have 
and 
But the boundary terms vanish at i = rr3 by (3.19) and at 1. = 0 by our 
assumptions on g, and 
so we have 
Iterating this argument and substituting into the definition of F, we obtain 
F= ( - 1 )“I ?“‘f as desired. 
To complete the proof we need to show ?“‘f~ H” for all k, and we 
appeal to Theorem 2.7. Since we know (r”‘lf)^ is given by (3.20), the 
condition (2.36,,) is just (3.19). The moment conditions (2.37) are now 
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for all k and n?, and these reduce to (3.18) after we integrate by parts, using 
the conditions on g at i = 0 (note that (l/j,)(G/?;) applied to an even C ’ 
function produces an even C ’ function). Q.E.D. 
We consider next the case IZ = zy_. Since the O-variable is now unbounded, 
we need to understand the operator of multiplication by H as it affects the 
Fourier transform. This requires that we understand some operators which 
we will call second rnori~fkcl Hiihert rrunsforms. defined for 1’ 2 0 by 
(3.21 ) 
Note that when v = 0 this is the usual Hilbert transform of the odd exten- 
sion of cp, and for I’> 0 the kernel of 7,. agrees with the kernel of T,, when 
t < s and with the kernel of T , when t > .Y. It is possible to show that F, 
is a bounded operator on L’(r dt) using Calderon -Zygmund theory; we 
will give a different proof using Mellin transform analysis, since we will 
need this later. Recall that for cp E L’(f dt) the Mellin transform is 
and the inversion formula is 
with 
LEMMA 3.6. TV is hounded on L’( t dt) Mith norm independent of’ 18 ,fbr 
\’ 3 0, and 
where rl/ denotes the logarithmic derivative of’ the gamma jimction, $(z) = 
r’(z)/r(z). 
Proc$ In place of (3.21 ) we can write 
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as can be verified easily. Now we can substitute q(r) = t ” ‘” to obtain 
after a change of variable. Since 
it is easy to take the limit as [j +O + and obtain i(ti((r- io+ 1)/2)- 
I/((\, + ia + I )/2). This establishes (3.22) after some routine limiting 
arguments 
To establish the L” boundedness we need a uniform bound on 
$( (I’ - io + 1)/2) - $((\I + ia + 1)/2). For this we use the integral formula 
valid for Re z > 0 [L, p. 91. In particular, for Re I > $ we have 
i(z) = log I+ 0( I ), hence $(z) - II/(?) is uniformly bounded. In fact, 
$(z)- I/I(E) is harmonic in Re z> +, takes on the value ni tanh)! for 
- z $ + ;j’, and has the same limiting behavior as log z-log f = 2i arg I’ as 
z--f CC, so by the maximum principle we have I$(:)- $(?)I <X on 
Re 3 3 $, so 742 is a uniform upper bound for the operator norms of F,,. 
Q.E.D. 
Now suppose we formally differentiate (2.5, ) with respect to I*. We 
obtain 
and we need to eliminate the (P/c? IV) J,,., factor. 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
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Proqf: We give two derivations of (3.25). For the first, we rely on the 
integral identities 
J ,‘+ ,lW) = & [i)” ?,: cb)’ (x2- r.‘)” ’ J,.(rt)r dr (3.26) 
J,. ,{(.st) = _ $ &)‘{,’ (f)’ (r’-s’)t’ ’ J,(rt)rclr (3.27) 
valid for b > 0 (see [PBM, pp. 17771781: in fact (3.26) is rather important, 
at least in certain special cases, in the theory of Bochner-Riesz means). By 
subtracting and dividing by 2/j we obtain in the limit as fl+ Of that 
(3.28) 
If we multiply both sides by tq(t) and integrate with respect to t we obtain 
On the other hand, if we multiply both sides by q(s) and integrate with 
respect to s we obtain 
All operations can be justified for cp in a dense subspace of L2, and then 
in general since p,, is a bounded operator. 
For the second derivation we observe that X,, is essentially a Mellin 
multiplier combined with a reflection (T -+ -0. In fact 
To verify this we begin with the identity 
i ’ J,,(st) ta dt = 2” -0 
da. (3.29) 
(3.30) 
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valid for - \I - I < Re r < -i (see [ PBM, p. 174)). Setting r = a + ia, 
multiplying by Mq(a), and integrating, we obtain (3.29) by analytic 
continuation to u = 0 for a dense set of q’s, and then in general since both 
sides of the identity involve L’ bounded operators. 
Now we differentiate both sides of (3.29) with respect to 1’. Since 
we obtain readily both forms of (3.25) in view of (3.22). Q.E.D. 
Now if we substitute the first identity in (3.25) into (3.24) we obtain 
formally 
(-iflf)^ (v, i)=$f(v, j.)-sgn vT,,.,,{(r, i). (3.31 1 
c \’ 
When v=O we should interpret this formula by taking one-sided 
derivatives-in general they will be different-and the appropriate value for 
sgn V. Before investigating the circumstances in which (3.31 ) is valid, we 
consider an alternate formula obtained by using the second identity in 
(3.25) instead of the first. We find 
We cannot immediately recognize this last integral as a Fourier transform 
because the expression in parentheses depends on v as well as r and (1. 
However, we may write 
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by a well-known one-dimensional Fourier transform formula, and sub- 
stituting this into (3.32) we obtain 
( - iOf‘) A (I’, i ) 
x($q j’ 
xf’( f,0 + x) 
I (1’-~~)(s~+(log~~logt)~) 
Ci.K I dt 
1 
r Lir (IO, 
which we can write as 
where 
F(r, 0) = $ PV j,’ j ’ 
xf’( f, 0 + .K) 
, (1’ - r’)(.? + (log r-log t)’ 
C1.K t dt. (3.34) 
THEOREM 3.8. Let ,f’E L’(R’x ). Then l)f’~ L2 $and only, I” (?/?v),~‘E L’, 
und then (3.3 1 ) is did. 
Ptmj~ Suppose first Of EL’. We can approximate ,f‘ by a sequence 
,fk E 9 such that ,fl, -,f’ and t9f,, -+ Of in L2 norm. There is no difficulty in 
verifying (3.3 1) for ,f; Then by the Plancherel formula and the L’ boun- 
dedness of T,, established in Lemma 3.6 we see that (c?/c’r)f’ is a Cauchy 
sequence in L” norm. This implies (?/?v),~‘E L’ with 
and that (3.3 1) is valid for J 
Conversely, suppose (a/&) ,PE L’. Then we can find a sequence ,fA E 9 
converging to ,f in L’ such that (a/d~) ,Tk converges to gf/&l in L’. Then we 
consider the corresponding functions ,fk given by 
We can justify integrating by parts to obtain 
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Now we can easily show that Ofk E L7. hence (3.31) holds for ,f’ by the first 
half of the theorem, or we can verify (3.31 ) for .f; directly. Then (3.3 I ) 
shows that tIf, is a Cauchy sequence in L’. hence ef~ L’ and liefilf < 
4 ll.fll~ + /I (2/W .?I1 f 1. QED. 
To give a characterization in terms of .f of functions with (I’~‘E L’ we 
need to describe the behavior of ,p( 11, 2) for r # 0 and 1’ = 0 separately. We 
will write (Z/ZV)~ ,f~ L’ for v # 0 to mean that the restriction of ,p to the 
half-planes 19 > 0 and v < 0 has distributional derivatives (?/Zv)” ,f which 
belong to L’. This implies that lower order derivatives are continuous up 
to 18 = 0 from either side but may have jumps along Y = 0. The condition on 
the jumps can be expressed most simply by requiring (?/(?v - sgn v7;,, 1’ ^ 
,f‘( 11, 2) to be continuous at I’= 0 for ,j < k. Of course all these conditions 
must hold almost everywhere in L. For j= 1 this conditions says 
r:‘; .m i) -$ .f(O, 2) = 2T;,,f‘(O. i.), 
where ?/(:v + and ?,!?v denote the upper and lower derivatives. The condi- 
tions for .j> 1 lead to similar but more complicated jump conditions on 
(c:,!?v ) ’ i‘ at 1’ = 0. 
(3.36) 
Proof: We observe first that (a/?~)’ T,, is an L” bounded operator with 
norm uniformly bounded in v for each j. In fact from (3.22) it follows that 
(?/(:v)’ q)., is a Mellin transform multiplier operator with multiplier 
and using the integral representation (3.23) for $ it is easy to show that 
this multiplier is uniformly bounded in I’ and (r. 
With this observation it is easy to see that 
where B,, ,, ,, are L’ bounded operators with norm uniformly bounded in 1’. 
Thus if 0”f E L’ then it follows by induction that (?/~‘v)/,?E L’ for v # 0 for 
,j< k, and (3.36) holds. Also, note that Theorem 3.8 implies that if (IKE L’ 
then T is continuous in 1’ for almost every i. (this is the one-dimensional 
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Sobolev theorem), and in particular at v = 0. Applying this observation to 
elf for ,i < k we obtain the continuity of (?/?\I - sgn VT,,, )‘.f at 1’ = 0. 
Conversely, suppose the conditions on ,T hold. Then (If‘6 L” by Theorem 
3.8, and we show by induction that fl’,j’c L’ and (3.36) holds for every 
.i< h-. According to Theorem 3.8, we need to show that (c’/&)((J’ ‘I‘)^ 
is in L’. To do this it s&ices to show that it is in L’ for r #O and 
that ((II’- ‘.f’)^ is continuous at ~8 =O. By the induction hypothesis 
(( -8)’ ‘.f’)^ (I’, A) = (?/C:v- sgn vE,~,)’ ’ ,f(r, j.) and this is continuous at 
r= 0 by hypothesis. Finally (C~/?V)(?/?- sgn ~$7;~ )I ’ ,f(v, j.) is in L’ for 
v #O by a variant of (3.37) and the hypotheses. Q.E.D. 
We now define the Schwartz space .Y’( R’, ), in analogy with Definition 
3.4, to be the set of c‘ ’ functions on R’, such that @r’(?/c?r)” (?/??)“,f’ is 
bounded for all non-negative integers k, j. a, h. It is easy to show that this 
is equivalent to requiring that tI”f’ and r2’,f belong to H”‘(R’, ) for all non- 
negative integers k and PJI (here we use the observation that although the 
derivatives of 0” will have singularities as r + 0. the function ,f‘ belonging 
to all H”’ will require ,f’ to vanish to infinite order as r + 0, thus overcom- 
ing the singularities above). We can characterize the Fourier transforms of 
functions in cY(Rz ) by combining our previous results. Such functions ^ 
,f(~, 3,) will be c‘ ’ in v # 0 and i > 0, and in addition will satisfy moment 
conditions coming from Theorem 2.7, boundary behavior as i. + 0 coming 
from the analogue of Theorem 3.5. and jump conditions at v = 0 coming 
from Corollary 3.9. It turns out that the moment conditions are quite 
useful in eliminating redundant conditions. 
THEOREM 3.10. Let f’~ L’(R?, ). Then ,f’E:C(IW’ ) ij and on!), if.f(v, 1.) 
satisfies the ,follo,zling ,four conditions: 
(i) (gro\vth conditions) f(v, A) is a C ’ .function for v # 0 such thut 
(3.38) 
und 
r PI 
J I( 
* (1 + ~2)“‘j~ di, < JC (3.39) 
XJ 0 
,for ull k and WI; 
(ii) (moment u~nditions) 
(3.40) 
fOr all v # 0 and ull ~1; 
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(iii ) (houndq~ conditions) 
2/+ I
( 2 ’ ’ ’ i‘( L’, 2 ) ) = 0 (3.41 ) 
Proof: Assume first f~ :Y, so that r’^,f and O”,f belong to H”’ for all k 
and m. The jump conditions follow from Corollary 3.9 since 0”f e L’. 
the moment conditions follow from Theorem 2.7 since ,/‘E H”‘, and the 
boundary conditions are proved as in Theorem 3.5 since rzX,f’E H”‘. We can 
replace “almost everywhere” statements by “everywhere” statements 
because ,f is smooth in 18 #O. Furthermore we obtain (3.39) from 
Theorem 2.7 and (3.13) which holds in this case as in the proof of 
Theorem 3.5, and we also obtain 
from Theorem 2.7 and (3.31). We claim that (3.38) and (3.42) are cquiv- 
alent, given that the moment conditions are satisfied, and this will complete 
the proof of the necessity of the conditions. 
For simplicity let us look at the case k = 1. For IYI = 0 the equivalence of 
these conditions is just the L” boundedness of 5,,. More generally we need 
to show that if J.“‘,~(v, 2) is in L” then j.“‘c,, ,f(v, i) is in L’, a statement 
which is true only if we have the moment conditions. For this it is 
convenient to use the Mellin multiplier description of TV,. The fact that 
jU”‘.f(r. i.) is in L’ for all m means the Mellin transform of ,f(r, j,) is analytic 
in the upper half-plane, and the moment conditions mean that the Mellin 
transform vanishes at 0 = i( 1r + 2m + I), and these are exactly the simple 
poles of the multiplier in (3.22). Thus the Mellin transform of z,, ?(v, 1.) is 
an analytic function in the upper half-plane and 
iLf(j."'7;,,, ,r( 1’. EL)(~) 
= M( ;I;,,, .f(v, A))(0 + im) 
=- :i~(““-i’:‘n+1~-,(““+i”-‘“+‘)~~(,j(r,j~))(n+i,n). 
^ 
But M( f(v, /.))(a + in?) = A4(1”‘~( V, E-))(a) is in L’ and the multiplier 
is uniformly bounded outside a neighbourhood of the points (v. 0), where 
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(\‘I = nr - 2k + 1 for h- a non-negative integer. as was shown in the proof of 
Lemma 3.6. But there are only a finite number of such simple poles for each 
fixed m, and the moment condition supplies the zero of M(,~‘(v, i.))(im) to 
make the product bounded. This proves I&“‘?,, ,f( r, i-) is in L’ by the Mellin 
Plancherel formula, hence the equivalence of (3.38) and (3.42) with k = 1. 
The proof for general k is similar. 
Conversely, assume the four conditions of the theorem are satisfied. Then 
,f’~ H”’ for all 01 by Theorem 2.7. We need to show that r2h,f‘ and O’f also 
belong to all If”‘, again using Theorem 2.7. We observe that (3.13) gives 
the Fourier transform of ?f’ by the same reasoning in the proof of 
Theorem 3.5, using (3.39) for /?I= 0 and (3.41). Then (3.39) and the 
moment condition 
(as already observed in Corollary 3.2, this follows from (3.40) by integra- 
tion by parts) imply rzh,f’E H”’ by Theorem 2.7. 
Also, by Corollary 3.9, Oh,f’~ L’ and its Fourier transform is given by 
(3.36). To show (Il‘,f’~ H”’ we need (3.42), which we have already shown is 
equivalent to (3.38). and the moment conditions 
for all v # 0. For simplicity assume v > 0 and write F(v, o) = M(,f( V, J.))(a). 
Then F(v, 0) is analytic for D in the upper half-plane, and the moment 
conditions (3.40) say exactly 
F(r, i(\!$2??1$ l))=O. (3.44) 
Since (3.44) holds for all 1’ > 0 we may differentiate to obtain 
r!F 
x (v, i( 1’ + 2nz + I )) = -i g (11, i( v + 2nz + 1 )). (3.45) 
Using this and the analytic continuation of (3.22) we find 
=M((~-~,,~,i(l.i))(i(,~+2,,1+1)) 
= +, i(v+2m+ I)) 
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But -$((v - ia + 1)/2) is regular at (T = i(v + 2m + 1) and 
$,b((v+i~+ 1)/2) h as a simple pole with residue i (recall that $ = I”/T and 
so has simple poles with residue - 1 at the poles of f). Thus 
= i g (11, i( v + 2m + 1 )), 
which proves (3.43) for k = I, and the general case follows by induction. 
Q.E.D. 
4. THE HEAT KERNEL 
The heat equation iiu/dr= AU, u a function on (0, ~8) x iwz, where A 
denotes the Laplacian on IF?:, can now be solved easily for the initial 
condition U(X, 0) =.f‘(~) and the Dirichlet boundary condition. by taking 
II = e”,f1 where 
or 
There is no difliculty with the convergence of (4.1) even if f is only 
assumed in L’, as we will eventually show. However, (4.1) does not reveal 
much information, and so we seek to transform the expression into some- 
thing more usable. 
If we substitute the definition of .T into (4.1) then we obtain, at least 
formally, 
with the heat kernel H given by 
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with the analogous sum when n < X. Now the point is that we can 
explicitly evaluate the A-integral. In fact 
LEMMA 4.1. The intqruls in (4.1 ) and (4.3) are crhsolutel~~ conwrpwt. 
und (4.2) holds \zherr 
also an absolutely conwrgent intrgral, or 
W(r,, o,), (r2, Hz), 0 
Proof: The integrand in (4.4) is non-negative when r, = r2, and a 
simple estimate using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality shows that (4.4) 
exists as an absolutely convergent integral for all values of r, and r2. 
Similar arguments reduce all questions of absolute convergence to the 
finiteness of {c I,(x) dv for all x > 0 (recall that I, is a non-negative func- 
tion), and this follows by simple estimates on the power series expansion 
I,,(X) = C,“= 0 ((x/2)“ + 2k/k! f(k + 1’ + 1)). The absolute convergence justifies 
all manipulations with the integrals, in particular the substitution of (4.4) 
in (4.3) to obtain (4.5) and the derivation of (4.2) from (4.1). Q.E.D. 
Remark. For a probabilistic approach to (4.5 ., ) see [Sp]. Further 
consequences of (4.5 .) are derived in [Y], using the Schlafli integral 
representation of I,.(x)[W, p. lSl]. 
Now it is natural to compare the heat kernel of Rf, with the heat kernel 
I? on IL!‘, which we identity with rWf by removing the origin. It is well 
known that 
(4.6) 
where rf + rz ~ 2r, r2 cos(H, - 0,) is the square of the Euclidean distance 
between (r,, 0,) and (r2, OJ. It is also easy to see that 
R((r,, fl,), (r2, 02), O= i H((r,, Q, + 2nk), (r2, fld, 0 (4.7 ) 
A I 
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either by the Poisson summation formula or by the following probabilistic 
argument. 
The heat kernel fi on R2 gives the transition probabilities for Brownian 
motion in Iw’: the value R((r,, 0,) (Ye, Q,), t) is the probability that a 
Brownian path starting at (r2, 8,) at time zero will reach (r,, 0,) at time t. 
Now it is well known that in R’, a Brownian motion path starting at 
(r2, ez) will never pass through the origin, with probability one. Thus we 
may consider that the Brownian motion takes place on Iwc. The transition 
probabilities for the Brownian motion on R’, are exactly given by the heat 
kernel H, so that (4.7) expresses the obvious fact that a Brownian path on 
Rz that reaches (fl, H,) must Iift to a path on R2 that reaches (P] , B, + Znk) 
for some integer k. This also gives us a natural interpretation of H as the 
transition probabilities of Brownian motion in R2 keeping track of the 
winding number with respect to the origin. The asymptotic properties of H 
as t + m are given by a famous formula due to Spitzer (see [Du, PY, Sp]). 
Since the right side of (4.7) is a series of positive terms, it implies some 
sort of decay for H as 8, -+ x8. But we can give a much more precise decay 
rate, in fact O(H,- *), using (4.5). The following result was first obtained by 
M.Yor [Y]. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let n = CC and,fix r,, r2, d2, and t. Then 
+ U((O, -02)y4) as 6, + *co. (4.8) 
Proof: If q(v) E .Y then a simple integration by parts argument shows 
j-y’ q(v) cos 16 dv = -q’(O)0 -’ - 0 ’ j;,’ q”(v) cos v8 dv 
so that 
I 
= cp(v)cosvBdv= i (-l)‘cp”km’)(0)O ” 
0 k=l 
+ U(O-2m-2) as 0+ &E. (4.9 1 
Now it is easy to show that q(v) = Z,.(X) is rapidly decreasing and C 7. in 
v 3 0 for any x > 0 so we may apply (4.9) with m = 1 to obtain 
I,.(x)cosv0dv= -; Z,,(x)~,.,,H~‘+U(8~“). 
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Also, -(a/&) I,.(X) 1, co = K,,(X), so (4.8) follows from (4.5). Note that the 
integral representation formula 
implies that K,(x) > 0, so the leading term in (4.8) does not vanish. We 
could also extend (4.8) to an asymptotic expansion involving powers of 
(0, - B,)~ ’ by using (4.9) for m > 1, but there does not appear to be any 
nice explicit formula for the higher order terms. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let P(r, t, 0) denote the probability that N Bronxian 
path on Iwt .starting ut (r, 0) urriues at Some point (s, 0) at time t 
(s arbitrary). Then ,for ,fi’.ued r, t, 
Prooj: By definition 
~(r, f. fj) = j,,’ H((s, H), (r, 0), t)s ds. 
It is straightforward to verify that we may repeat the arguments deriving 
(4.8) in integrated form to obtain 
and (4.10) follows from this and the known integral 
[PBM, p. 3533. Q.E.D. 
Although we cannot evaluate the integral on the right side of (4.5, ) 
explicitly in general, there is a special case in which we can say more, 
namely when 0, = f12, because there is an identity 
(4.11) 
(This follows easily from the Schlafli integral formula [W, p. 1811 (see also 
[PBM, p. 3221) after correction of a typ.ographic error.) Note that since 
j: (ds/(n2 + s’)) = $ we have 
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Thus from (4.5 T ) we obtain immediately 
and in particular the diagonal case estimates 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
It is also clear from (4.5, ) that we have the same upper bound as (4.13) 
for 0, #(I,, 
(4.15) 
but this is presumably a very poor estimate. Similar estimates hold when 
n < 1y3 because the sum in (4.5,,) approximates the integral in (4.5, ). 
We now consider the question of uniqueness of the solution (4.1). Of 
course we know that uniqueness fails in general, in that there are solutions 
of the heat equation of the form 
which are not of the form (4.1) but still satisfy IIu( ., t)i12 ,< M. The simplest 
way to role out such spurious solutions is to require u( ., t) E Dam(d) for 
all t > 0. 
THEOREM 4.4. If u is gioen /I), (4.1) with ,f in L’, then 21 satisfies the hear 
eyuation in t > 0, u( -, t) E Dam(d), .for each t > 0, 
llu(., f)ll*< Il.fll2 ,for al/ t>o (4.17) 
und 
lim U(X, t) =f(u) in L’ norm. (4.18) 
i 4 0 
Conversely, suppose u(x, t) is u solution qf’ the heat equation in t > 0 lt.ith 
u( ., r) E Dam(d) for each t > 0 and 
IId., t)ll,<M ,for all t > 0. (4.19) 
Then N is given bit (4.1) ,jtir Some f E L’. 
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Pro~J Let ;(\I, i, t) denote the Fourier transform of u with t held fixed. 
Then (4.1) is equivalent to 
ti(v, I., t) = e “‘,f(v, i) (4.20) 
and (4.17) and (4.18) follow immediately from the Plancherel theorem. 
Also, u( ., t) E Dam(d) because i,‘e~m”2’ is bounded. 
Conversely, suppose u satisfies the heat equation with u( ., f) E Dam(d) 
for each t > 0. Then zi(v, & t) satisfies the differential equation 
; ;( I’, 2, t) = -/i*lqv, A, t) 
in the distribution sense. From this and (4.19) we easily obtain (4.20) with 
.r’~ L*, hence (4.1) with ,j’~ L’. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let u he a solution of the heat equation satisjving 
(4.19). Then u bus the form (4.1 ) ivith f E L’ if’ and on!,, (f ,fbr trll t > 0, 
Au(.u, t) is in L’ and u(x, t) is bounded. 
ProoJ Combine Theorems 4.4 and 2.9. 
We can be more precise about the size of iiu( ., t)ll ,x . Since 
Q.E.D. 
we have 
(4.21 ) 
by (4.14). See Davies [Dl ] for a discussion of the significance and the 
consequences of this estimate. 
Although Corollary 4.5 asserts that the solution U(X, t) has Au E L’ for 
each fixed t > 0, it does not assert that u E H’ for any t > 0, and in fact this 
is usually not the case. According to Theorem 2.7, in order to have u E H’ 
we would need the moment condition 
to hold for v satisfying 0 < /v( < 1. But if this were to hold for all t > 0 then 
by a change of variable 
[ 7 I’ f$,f(\,, .\.I *).+ * (i,.r = 0 
-0 
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for all f > 0, and the uniqueness of the Laplacian transform (since 
j I.p(v, s’ ~).Y’~’ 212 I cs < ;c ) implies ,f( I’, E.) = 0 for 0 < / 1~1 < 1 (this argument 
was pointed out by L. Gross). Similar reasoning shows that for n = cc there 
are no non-zero solutions ZI which belong to all H' for all t > 0. 
Finally, we indicate how the results of this section can be applied to 
solving the heat equation in a sector a < 0 <h of the plane with Dirichlet 
or Neumann conditions on the boundary lines 0 = u and 0 = h and boun- 
dedness near the singularity. For example, if we want Neumann conditions 
on both boundaries and initial conditions u(.u, 0) =,f‘(.u), we define j’ on lQ,Z, 
with II = (h - u)/n by taking the even reflection of ,f’ about both boundary 
lines. Similarly for Dirichlet boundary conditions and odd reflections. Then 
we use (4.5,,) to solve the heat equation in iwz. Thus for the Neumann 
boundary conditions we obtain (for simplicity take N=O) 
and for Dirichlet conditions 
Essentially the same formulas may be found in Carslaw [Cl, p. 193 3. 
Estimates for solutions of the Neumann problem in general convex regions 
are given in [D2]. 
5. THE RADON TRANSFORM 
The set of lines (complete geodesics) on Ri forms a manifold ,Yz 
which can be identified with iwz by associating to each line the point on 
the line closest to the origin. We write [r, O] for this line associated with 
the point (r, (I), so the points on Cr. O] are given parametrically by 
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(JT2 + t2, 0 + tan ‘(t/r)) with t varying over aB (the lines in Iwi will have 
self-intersection if n < i). The natural measure on the line is given by dt in 
this parametrization. We define the Radon transform by 
:‘Af’([r, O])=J“ ,f’ J&7, 0 + tan ’ f. dr. 
I i t i 
(5.1) 
This agrees locally with the Radon transform on 1w’ (at least when 113 I), 
but because 2 is even the properties of the Radon transform on Iw’ involve 
non-local operations, so we cannot simply transfer problems from rWf, to 
R’. 
We will be interested eventually in the Radon transform on L’(Ri), but 
we will begin by assuming .f’ belongs to a suitable dense subspace, so that 
all computations, including the definition (5.1), are justified. Our first obser- 
vation is that d commutes with the operator ?/;lO but does not commute 
with A. Instead we have the identity 
(5.2) 
which can be verified by a direct computation but can also be established 
by appealing to the analogous result on [w’ and observing that it is a local 
property. From this we see immediately that we cannot expect .JA to be 
diagonalized by our Fourier transform, but rather we should expect .8 to 
map the function &““J,,,( I-r) to a linear combination of C” cos j.r- and 
P”’ sin h (of course in the appropriate sense, since c”‘~‘J,~,(~~) is not even 
L2). We will verify this below. Another consequence is that & dO is the 
natural measure to consider on the space 9: of lines, since this is the only 
measure for which the operators i(?/iiO) and ?‘/?r’ are symmetric. 
(Similarly, r dr dfl is the only measure, up to normalization, for which the 
operators i(c7/8) and d are symmetric.) 
Having decided on the measure dr dfl for Yi, we can define the adjoint 
rA* of the Radon transform, called the dual Radon tramform, by the 
identity 
A simple computation yields the explicit formula 
,?A*,f‘(r, 0) = ^’ ’ 
J h _ .f( I 
r cos .r, 8 + s] ) d.~ 
2 (5.4) 
and the interpretation that (aside from a constant factor) the dual Radon 
transform is the average of the function over all lines passing through the 
given point. We see from this formula that on a technical level the dual 
Radon transform is a more complicated object than the Radon transform 
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because at the endpoints of integration s ---f & 7q;2 the line [r cos s, (I + .v] 
approaches the singularity. Thus, for example, we would expect that by 
dualizing (5.2) we might obtain A%‘* = .&*(?‘/?Y~). But in fact, if we try to 
carry this out we discover that there are boundary terms at the singularity, 
and we would have to assume too much, say the vanishing of both ,j’ and 
;‘fj’?r as r -+ 0, in order to eliminate the boundary terms. In the end this 
appears to yield no useful information. 
We begin with the basic computation, which we can write formally as 
(5.5) 
Since the integral defining this Radon transform is not absolutely 
convergent, we rewrite it in integrated form. 
.%y( [r. 01) = 2 [ ’ [ f .i‘(v, i)P (5.6, 1 ” I -0 
Proof: Set q(r, (I) =e”‘“J,,,,(rE.). Then the definition (5.1) leads to the 
integral 
’ .#ql( [r, n] )= P 2 r ( cos /\I) tan 
I t - J,,,, (3. Jr’ + t’) dt. 
JO r i 
Although this is not an absolutely convergent integral, it does exist as an 
improper integral owing to the oscillation of the Bessel function. The point 
is that it can be evaluated exactly. To see this we make the change of 
/ 
variable \I r ’ + 1’ = rs and obtain 
Now the well-known integral [W, p. 4053 gives 
sin( 11’1 sin ‘(l/i)) 
/j’- 1 (I”> 1) 
[ ’ J ,,,, (it) sin 1 dt = d” 
do 2” cos(n Jv//2) 
Jl - i&“( I + JT3)“’ 
(i.< 1) 
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cos( /VI sin ‘(l/j.)) 
*, 
J,,,(h) cos t dt = \/P - 1 
“0 -2” sin(n 1~112) 
vC7( 1 + Jl - i*)“” 
hence 
(i> I) 
(2-c 1) 
(i> 1) 
(j--c 1) 
and we obtain 
Pl 
1, 
J ,,,, (ir)cos(~rl cos ’ +j +=cos(i-j~ ‘vl’2) (5.7) 
by the Hankel inversion formula (one can also find (5.7) in tables of 
integrals). This gives (5.5) as an improper integral. Then by multiplying by 
,P(v, 3.) and using the Fourier inversion formula (2.4) we obtain (5.6) if we 
assume /(v, I.) is sufficiently well behaved. Q.E.D. 
In view of (5.6) our next goal is to invert the transformation 
To do this we use Mellin analysis. If q(A) = A” then a simple computation 
(5.8) shows 
S,,cp(r)=f(o+l)sin: (v-a)r m ’ (5.8) 
and so 
On the other hand it is known that 
” ’ cos XJ 
h- = 
sin/z fin 
“(I cash KY + cos rtfi sm rr[j sinh .I’ 
(5.10) 
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for 0 C/j < 1 and so 
89 
“I &\l sinh /IJ, 
1/y = 
71 sin 7r/1 
” i sinh J’ cash ns + cos z/I 
by the Fourier inversion formula, or 
(5.1 1) 
after a change of variable. Thus if we define 
‘) $! (ii. (5.12) 
\’ /.r 
for - $ < x < i, we find that if q(jL) = i” with 0 = -4 + iv then 
71 cos 71x 
‘TV = sin 7cr - sin 71~ ”
(5.13) 
A simple computation then shows that 
( 2 2 tan 7rz --~ u, sf=i 7c ?T2 > (5.14) 
if - $ < c( < $ and sin rrv = sin ncx. This determines r uniquely except in the 
case when v is a half-integer. If v = $ + 2k so that cr = $ we can retain the 
same expression provided we interpret tan 7ccxU, as the appropriate limit as 
r -+ 4, namely 
2 c 
I( 
log(r/L) - 
1 
v(i) dj, 
71 -,) (r/E.)- (I./r) vi5 . 
(5.15) 
When v = -{ + 2k so that z = -I, the limiting process is more delicate (in 
this case S,. is not invertible on L’(&.)). From (5.9) with 0~ p < I we 
obtain 
and taking the limit as /I’ + 1 we have 
I* 
J 
2 cos XJ’ 
(1 cash 7cx - I 
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From this we obtain 
provided @ vanishes to second order at the origin. Thus if we define 
(5.16) 
then for 
we have 
provided Mq(.u) vanishes to second order at .Y = 0, which is certainly the 
case if cp = S: 7 ,f’ for f’~ L’. Thus we need to replace tan zxC’, by V in 
(5.14) in this case. 
Altogether, we have found the explicit expression 
for S, ‘, with the indicated modifications for x = k$. We indicate briefly 
another expression for S, ’ valid when SI # +4. We can write 
S, cp = Cos y S,,cp + sin y S, cp, 
where S, and S, are the cosine and sine transforms, respectively. Since we 
know Si = ST = (7c/2) I and fi S,, and ,,m S, are isometries on L’, we 
can write 
S,. = cos y S,, 
i 
I+ 1 tan F S,,S, 
Tc 1 
If Isin(vn/2)1 < Icos(v~/2)l then the operator (2,.‘71) tan(vn/2) S,,S, has norm 
<I. and so 
s,. ‘= 
2 
71 COS(\‘7r/2) c ! 
(5.18) 
~ 
i -i tan F‘,” (S,,S,)I> S,,. 
(, 
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Similarly, if lsin(\l7r/2)1 > Icos(v7i/2)1 then 
Once we know how to compute S,, ‘, it follows easily from (5.6) that 
(5.20, ) 
n “I 
or 
for f’ in a suitable dense subspace of L2, and together with the Fourier 
inversion formula (2.4) this solves the problem of inverting the Radon 
transform. This inversion is considerably less elegant than the inversion 
formula in Iw’, and it is not clear whether or not a better formula exists, 
or the problem here is just inherently more complicated. 
One piece of evidence that this problem is more complicated is the lack 
of an analogue of the even reflection symmetry of the Radon transform in 
[w’. This symmetry would be expressed in our notation by the extension 
formula 
.xf([-r,rr])=3y([r.fl+n]) (5.21 ) 
allowing the variable r to take on negative values. This extension is natural 
to the problem when n = 1, but otherwise the transformation (I+ 0 + 71 is 
not natural, and in view of (5.6) we would not expect (5.21) to lead to any- 
thing reasonable. In particular we would need something like (5.21 ) in 
order to define the fractional derivatives involved in the Plancherel formula 
for the Radon transform. 
Recall that there are simple examples (functions with growth 
O(I/r(logr)‘2+‘) as r + a-) of functions in L’(R’) for which ~+‘f is 
undefined. Nevertheless i?/?ui ’ ’ IX can be extended to a bounded operator 
from L’(R”) to L’(Y/‘:), where the fractional derivative is defined using the 
extension (5.21). In fact the Plancherel theorem for the Radon transform in 
R’ says that l~?/&l”~ :A! is a multiple of an isometry and maps onto the even 
functions in L’(.Yf). We would like some analogous statement in our case. 
Since we are abandoning (5.21) we take the cruder step of simply 
extending ,+?f to be an even function in r alone, or equivalently, we define 
l?;!?ri ’ ’ in terms of cosine expansions by 
(q 12 
I I ;:r v(r) =z&(r’,‘S,,cp), 
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where S,, is of course the cosine transformation. We know this is the wrong 
definition for n = 1, so we cannot expect as good results. 
THEOREM 5.2. The oprrmtor l?ji;rl ’ ’ 31 rxttds to a houn&d optwitor 
,fiom L’(,?,) to L2(Y~) ,for mny n. If‘ n is u rotionul number of‘ the ,f’orm 
odd/even then l?/?rl ’ .J is incertihlc .fiom L’(Ri) onto L2(Uz). 
Proqf In view of (5.6) it suffices to show that I?/?ri ’ ’ S, is a bounded 
operator from L’(r dr) to L2(dr) for all 1’. and invertible for 1’ not equal an 
odd integer (if II = odd/even then the frequencies v = kin are bounded away 
from the odd integers). But from (5.22) and the fact that S,, is a multiple 
of an isometry of L’(dr) it suffices to prove the same for the operator 
r’ 2S,S,., and by (5.8) we see that r’ ‘S,,S, maps cp(j.)= i.” to 
(n sin(rr/2)(r - 0)/2 sin(n/2)a) A,+ ’ ‘. Thus if we have y, E L’(r dr) then 
q(i) = 1’ 2” ‘Mq(p) dp 
” I 
with MCP E L’ and 
This shows 
because the multiplier sin(z/2)(v + 1 - ip)/cosh(n/2)p is bounded (by one). 
To obtain the reverse inequality 
we need a uniform bound from below for sin( 7r/2)(v + 1 - ip)/cosh(lc,!2)p, 
and for this it is necessary and sufficient that v be bounded away from the 
odd integers. Q.E.D. 
Of course, the methods of this section apply also to the light-ray trans- 
form in a sector a < fI < h of the plane (a light-ray is a straight line that 
reflects at the boundary by the law “angle of incidence equals angle of 
reflection”). One simply takes the function on the sector and reflects evenly 
at the boundaries to obtain a function on rWz with n = (h - U)/K The Radon 
transform of the extended function is the light-ray transform of the original 
function. 
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6. SPACES WITH CONSTANT POSITIVE CIJRVATURE 
Let S,‘, denote the n-fold covering space of the standard two-sphere S’ 
with a pair of antipodal points removed, with the standard Riemannian 
metric of constant curvature + 1. We can describe this space in terms of 
spherical coordinates (cp, O), where 0 < 4” < rc and 0 is periodic of period 
2nn, and the metric is (r/q)’ + sin” (p((/(I)‘. As before, there is no need to 
restrict H to be an integer. More generally, we can start with an N-sphere 
and delete two antipodal (N - 2)-spheres. If (?I is a variable in S” ’ then 
we can take a coordinate system on S ‘v with coordinates ((p, 0, (11) and 
(trj cos cp, sin cp cos 8, sin cp sin 0) giving the corresponding point in [w” ’ ’ 
on S’, with the points (cp, 8, w) and (n - cp, H, -w) identified. To describe 
the entire sphere Sy we would allow 0 d cp < rr, but to delete the antipodal 
spheres we require 0 < cp < rt. We define the space S,: by the coordinates 
(v, 0. (1~) (with (cp, 8, (cf) = (n - cp, t), -(I,)) with 0 < tp < 72, ~1 E S ’ ‘. and f) 
periodic of period 2nn (O<tz< ;(,) and metric (&)‘+sin’ cp(&)‘+ 
cos’ @Z(Q), where II denotes the standard metric on S” I. Clearly S,: 
is an incomplete manifold of constant curvature + I. 
The Laplacian on S,: takes the form 
1 
d=--i-+(cot~-(N-2)tanIpi$+--i- 
-2 
($2 
‘-+ 1 
sm- cp ?O’ 
__ A’. 
cos’ yJ 
where A’ denotes the Laplacian on S v ‘. Now the eigenfunctions of A’ 
are the spherical harmonics Y,,,(w) of degree t71 with eigenvalue 
-m(m + N - 3), and the eigenfunctions of ?/?(I are c”” with eigenvalue i\‘, 
where 1’ is restricted to the values j/n if II is finite. Thus the simultaneous 
eigenfunctions of A, A’, and ?/?(I are of the form ,f’(~)r”‘” Y,,,((ti), where ,f 
satisfies 
I’ \‘2 
-i+(cot~-(N-2)tan~)$7- 
m(m + N - 3) 
?y2 sin’ cp cos2 $0 .f = PA 
(6.1 1 
where ,D is the eigenvalue of A. Now a direct computation shows that if we 
set 
.f’(y) = (sin cp)“’ (cos q)“’ h(q) (6.2) 
then (6.1) is equivalent to 
c d ~+[(2l~~I+I)coly,-(N--2+2,n)tan~]$ 11 ?Y, ! 
=((I\‘/ +m)(lrl +nl+N- l)+p)h (6.3 1 
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Now consider first the case N = 2. Here we can omit the (11 variable and 
so r~z = 0 and (6.3) becomes simply 
which is the Gegenbauer differential equation of order IV + i, If h((p) = 
C”“’ ““(~0s~) then (6.3’) holds with 1~1 (IV + I)+p= -,j(,j+2 I\‘/ + I), / 
or in other words 
p = -(j+ (\*I + I)‘+ a. (6.4) 
Furthermore, Cl“’ + “2(cos q) is a complete orthogonal system on [0, K) 
with respect to the measure (sin cp)’ I” + ’ &I. In fact if we set 
;q ,I, ,j) = 2”’ (6.5) 
then the functions ~(v, j) Cj” + ’ ‘(cos cp) are normalized with respect to 
this measure. Thus if we define 
x C’:vi ! I’2 (COS cp)(sin (p)‘“’ I L/H L&I (6.6, ) 
or 
k 
.i(- :) t7) , =& I(‘“” rn f’(cp, f.,)e “h ‘I”‘;. (“J) e 0 II 
then we have 
f’(cp,fl,= i j’ f( v, .j ) t~““;*( v, j ) 
/ 0 ’ 
x (sin (i?)l’l Cl“1 + I.? 
i (cos cp) dv 
01 
(6.7 , 1 
(6.7,, 1 
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and 
or 
(6.8, 1 
(6.6,) 
This is our Fourier transform, inversion formula, and Plancherel formula, 
and it is clear that (6.8) expresses an invertible isometry between L’ spaces. 
Also, in view of (6.4), we expect that 
(AnA (v,.i,=(+-(IV +.i+;)‘).j’(L.i). (6.9) 
at least for well-behaved functions. 
Now we define the Sobolev spaces HI‘(Sz) and H$(Sz) as before. Thus 
H”(Sz) consists of functions with derivatives of order up to k in L’ with 
the obvious norm, and Ht(S:) is the closure of 9 in this norm (see Aubin 
[A] for the definition of Sobolev spaces on arbitrary Riemannian 
manifolds). 
(6.10, 1 
01 
(6.10,,) 
Proof: Let ,f’E 9. Then it is straightforward to verify 
1 l~f’lz dy = - i f’df’h (6.1 1 ) I ,y ,/ - ,s:, 
and that (6.9) holds. Therefore if we choose the norm (a il,fII: + lI?fllg)’ ’ 
for H ‘(Si) we see that (6. IO) gives the square of this norm for ,f’~ 2, hence 
for ,f’~ H:,(Sz). Also, the orthogonal complement of Hi, in H’ consists 
exactly in the H’ solutions of the eigenfunction equation A,f’= i.1: Thus to 
show Hi, = H’ it suffices to show that there are no non-trivial solutions 
in H’. 
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Now we can write down all the LA’ solutions of this eigenfunction 
equation. By taking a Fourier expansion in the 0 variable we arc led to 
Eq. (6.3’) again, with /i = $. There are two linearly independent solutions 
given by 
(\‘I +;. If +;; II’1 +1; I + cos cp 2 (6.12) 
This leads to the general expression 
for the eigenfunction, with gi ( V) suitable functions (when H is finite there 
is an analogous sum). The key observation is that the two solutions (6.12) 
behave differently at the two singularities 4” = 0 and q = rr. The differential 
equation (6.1) has a regular singular point at both these singularities, and 
the roots of the indicial equation are i /\*I. Thus there are solutions which 
are of order (v/ at each endpoint separately, and a priori they might coin- 
cide, but an examination of the behavior of the hypergeometric function 
shows that in this case they never do. Thus for the eigenfunction (6.13) to 
be L’ we must restrict the integral (or sum) to [ - I, 11 (this also puts 
certain restrictions on g i (~1) in this interval), and we can never obtain a 
function in H’ because the singularity of the function near either cp = 0 or 
cp = n becomes too strong after differentiation. 
Thus H’ = H,‘, and (6.10) gives the square of the norm for functions in 
H’. It remains to show that the finiteness of (6.10) implies .f‘~ H’. To do 
this we consider the partial sums of the series (6.7,,) (an analogous 
approximation argument may be given for the case n = x~). Let 
x (sin cp)““” C:“’ ” + ’ ‘(~0s cp). 
A direct computation shows ,fN E H ’ (we have merely to estimate (;l/aq),f’,v 
and (l/sin cp)(c-‘/%I)fy in L’ norm). Then (6.10) gives the H’ norm squared 
by the first part of the proof, so ,f,%, forms a Cauchy sequence in H’ norm. 
Since .fN -,f’ in L’ by (6.8) it follows that J’E H’ by the completeness 
of H’. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 6.2. ,f E H”‘(St),ftir all m if und only if .f satkfks 
I “I 
=’ i 
1 .I,,, ^ 
1 f’(v, j )I’ f/v < x (6.14, 1 
,-od ’ 
11’1 +.i+j 
i 
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i f (++,j+i)"" l,f(X,,ji)l<~r (6.14,,) 
,=o k= , 
,fi)r aI/ m and the moment conditions 
jtir all non-negative integers p and all non-integers v = k/n (n ,fi:nite) or U.P. 
v (n = x ). Furthermore (6.9) holds. We also have H z’( S ‘, ) = H”‘( S L ), ,~~hile 
for n ,finite we have f E H a(Sz) ,for all m if and only, [f (6.14,,) holds and 
(6.15) holds ,for all v = k/n (include integer values qf v). 
Remarks. For II finite, the space n,,, H’“(Sz) is equal to the space of 
C I‘ functions with all derivatives bounded, and the condition (6.14,,) is 
equivalent to rapid decrease of f(k/n, ,j) in k and ,j. For M = jr,, functions 
in n,,, H”‘(S’ ) must vanish to infinite order at the singularities cp = 0 and 
y = Ti. 
Proof: Let ,f’~ n,,, H”‘(S,‘,). Then f‘ is C ’ and all derivatives are 
bounded by the usual Sobolev inequalit’ies on the sphere, suitably localized. 
Our first goal is to establish (6.9) directly from (6.6) via integration by 
parts. The only difficulty is to show that no boundary terms arise. The 
integration by parts in the d-variable is routine, so we have 
x e ““y(r*, j) Ci” + ’ ‘(cos q)(sin cp)“‘+ ’ rl~, d0. 
When 1’ #O the vanishing of (sin w)“‘+ ’ and its first derivative is sufftcient 
to suppress all boundary terms. When v = 0 we simply observe that 
Ci”(cos y) sin cp Ap 
(y, O)( C,!“)’ (cos y) sin’ cp dcp 
after one integration by parts, and now the sin’ cp term suppresses the 
boundary terms on the next integration by parts. 
We may iterate (6.9) to obtain 
(6.9,,,) 
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and so (6.14) follows from (6.8). To obtain the moment conditions (6.15 ) 
we examine the behavior off near the singularities. If n is finite and v = li/~ 
is not an integer we know 
,:,,,‘(v, ,j) y(v, j)(sin cp)“’ C)“’ ’ ’ ‘(cos q) (6.16) 
must vanish to infinite order as cp + 0 or cp + n. In particular this means 
i: ,p(~~,j)~(~~,j)cj~“+‘2(~1)=o. 
, = 0 
But 
c”’ i + ’ *( * 1 ) = ( f 1)’ ;(;;;A ;,,I:;)) 
and so we obtain (6.15) with m = 0. By applying the same reasoning to A”‘,/’ 
and using (6.19,,) we obtain (6.15) for all values of m. Essentially the same 
reasoning works for a.e. v when n = X. and even for 1’ an integer when n 
is finite and .f’~ n,,, H’;r(Si). 
Conversely, assume (6.14) and (6.15) hold. We show first that (6.15) 
implies that (6.16) vanishes to infinite order at cp = 0 and 47 = 7c for the 
same values of v. To see this let 
F(y) = i: f(b), ,j) y(v, ,j) C)"' + ' '(~0s y). 
, = 0 
Then by our previous argument (6.15) implies that d’“(r”“(sin cp)“’ F(q)) 
vanishes faster than (sin cp)‘“’ at q = 0 and cp = n, and this is equivalent to 
(?‘/(?(p* + (2 /vi + 1) cot (p(?/Zy) ~ 1~1 ( /\I( -t I))“’ F(p) vanishing at cp = 0 
and 47 = TC. But since F(cp) is an even function about cp = 0 and q = 7c, this 
implies F vanishes to infinite order there. 
To show fe H”‘(S:) we need to show Df’e L’ for a suitable set of mth 
order differential operators D. Now it is convenient to divide the manifold 
S,‘, into two coordinate patches, one where (cp - 7c/21 <n/4 and the other 
where 147 - 7r/2( 2 7c,!4. In the first patch we can take ZJ&p and ?j?O as a 
basis for the first order differential operators, and so D should be any nzth 
order polynomial in these two operators. In the second patch we cannot 
use this basis because c?/c?B is too small. Instead it is convenient to use i?/Zq 
and (l/sin cp)(?/S) as a basis. 
Now to prove Df E L’ we use (6.7) and differentiate. The growth 
conditions (6.14) are sufficient to justify differentiating term by term. For 
differentiating the Gegenbauer polynomials we use the identity 
g C;(r)=2i.C‘; t,‘(t). (6.17) 
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The argument that Qf E L’ in the first coordinate patch is straightforward 
and used only (6.14) and simple estimates. The argument in the second 
coordinate patch is more involved because here we encounter the 
singularities of (sin cp)“” and its derivatives for non-integral V, and here we 
will require the vanishing of (6.16). For example, we show 
x y(v ) j)(sin v)“‘~ C ‘I(’ + ’ 2(cos cp) dv I (6.1X) 
is in L’. Because of the vanishing of (6.16) we may replace C!” c”2(cos cp) 
by C;“” ‘(cos cp)- C, I” + ’ ‘(I 1) (choose + 1 for 0 < cp d 7r/4 and - 1 for 
3n/4 < cp < rc). Then we can use the fundamental theorem of calculus and 
(6.17) to write this as 
for 0 < 43 < n/4 to compensate for the singularity l/sin’ cp. Thus (6.18) 
becomes 
and now (6.14) implies this is in L’ for 0 < cp d n/4. Similar arguments 
show all the other terms in 0s are in L2. 
Finally if ?I is finite and we assume in addition that (6.15) holds for 
integer values of v = k/n, then it follows that f vanishes to infinite order as 
cp --f 0 or cp -+ z. It then follows by a routine cut-off argument that 
,f‘~ Hi;‘(Si) for every m. Q.E.D. 
Rrmurks. We have stated and proved the theorem for all nr 
simultaneously, but of course there is a sharper form of the result for each 
fixed m. In other words, .f.g H”‘(S,:) for fixed m if and only if .T satisfies 
(6.14) for the same m, and the moment conditions (6.15) for all 
non-negative integers p and non-integers v satisfying 2p + Iv1 i m - 1. In 
particular, for the important special case m = 2, the moment conditions 
involve 17 = 0 and 0 < /VI < 1. Also, the domain of d (the Friedrichs exten- 
sion of the Laplacian d,, on the domain 8) is the space of L* functions .f 
for which (6.14) holds with m = 2, so H’ is a proper subspace, and also the 
domain of d,* (the L2 functions with 4frz L2) properly contains the domain 
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of d; in particular it contains functions of the form (6.13) which do not 
satisfy (6.14). The moment conditions (6.15) with p = 0 and 0 < \Y\ < 1 can 
be interpreted as orthogonality (in L”) to functions of the form (6.13). 
The proofs of these statements follow the same pattern as the proofs in 
Section 2, especially in the remarks following Theorem 2.7. We note here 
one slight difference. In defining the norm on H”‘(S,‘,) we should use 
covariant derivatives (see Aubin [A]), which do not commute because of 
the curvature of the manifold. However, since the curvature is constant, the 
various commutators that arise are easy to handle. 
Next we consider the case N > 2. Here the substitution h(cp) = P(cos 2cp) 
reduces (6.3) to the Jacobi equation 
which has solutions 
with 
(6.19) 
The Jacobi polynomials PI”‘. IX ” ’ +“I’ (t) are orthogonal on [ - 1, 1 ] with 
respect to the measure (1 - t)“’ (1 + I)“~ ““’ “I dt, so the functions 
prlYl.,M- 3Y2+m)(COS -&) are orthogonal on [0, n/2] with respect to the 
measure (sin cp)’ “I + ’ (cos Y 1 2n’f,Y ’ &I. Note also that these functions are 
even under the transformation cp + rt - cp. and so the functions 
are invariant under (w, cp) -+ ( -CC), rt - y ) and so are well defined on S,:. 
The normalization factors 
Y(L~, m, .i) = 
2(2j+~v/+m+(N-l)/2)j!T(j+(v/+~1+(N-1)/2) ” 
Qj+ (VI + I) r(.j+ 171 +(N- 1 )/2)) > 
(6.20) 
make the functions 
j$v, r71, j)(sin 47)“’ (cos q)“’ P+“,’ ‘I’ + ““(~0s 2cp) 
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have L’ norm equal to one with respect to the measure sin cp(cos q) ’ ckp 
on [IO, n/2]. 
We are now in a position to write down the analogues of t&6)--(6.8). Let 
Y,,,,(O)) denote an orthonormal basis for the spherical harmonics of degree 
m on S.’ ‘. We define 
or 
or 
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where furthermore (6.23) expresses an invertible isometry between L’ 
spaces. For suitably well behaved functions we have 
The analogue of Theorem 6. I holds, with (6.10) replaced by 
c if’ 
2 
+nz+ I\‘1 +2,j 
i 
l.i‘(v, I??, /,.j,l’Lh< Tc (6.25, 1 
,,,. / , %- ,, * ’ 
or 
The proof is essentially the same, hinging on the explicit description of LA’ 
eigenfunctions with eigenvalue IL = ((N- 1)/2)‘. Again there are two 
linearly independent solutions of (6.3). namely 
N-l ,n+lv/+2 ; II~( + 1; sin’ (I, (6.26) 
and 
N-l 
; in + __. 
2 ’ 
(6.27) 
Now the solution must be regular at cp = 7rj2, which is only a singularity of 
the coordinate system, not the manifold, and this forces us to choose (6.27) 
and discard (6.26). The rest of the proof is the same. 
Similarly there is a result analogous to Theorem 6.2 with the condition 
(6.14) replaced by 
or 
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for all non-negative integers r, and the moment conditions (6.15) replaced 
by 
ic , I, 
2j+ I,, +,tl+!!fL)2r’ ’ 2 
~(.~+l~~I+~)~(.i+l~~I+~~+(N-1)/2) 
X 
,j! f’( j + WI + (N - I )/2) 
“Rv ,11 , j)=. 
) )). (6.29) 
for all ~1, I, r, and 1’ as before. We omit the details 
7. SPACES OF CONSTANT NEGATIVE C~JRVATURF 
Let J? ,’ denote the N-dimensional hyperbolic space. If we delete a point 
from .#‘I we can take an n-fold covering space, which we denote X:. 
Similarly .X: denotes an n-fold covering of .R ,’ with a totally geodesic 
.x v ’ submanifold deleted. A coordinate system for .X ;:’ is (7, (I,,!), where 
0 < I’ < ‘x; 0 is periodic of period n (0 < n 6 r; ); and J’ E .A ‘v ’ with metric 
(c/r)’ + sinh’ Y( c/0)’ + cash’ rh( J,), where /I( ~3) denotes the standard metric 
on .Iy ’ ‘. The mapping 
(r, 8, J) -+ (cash YJ’, sinh I’ cos 0, sinh r sin 0) 
gives a local isometry between ~6;;: and I?‘,’ realized by the hyperboloid 
model in R”+’ with Lorentzian metric. 
Let A’ denote the Laplace-Beltrami operator on .K” ’ and A the 
Laplace-Beltrami operator on ,?? :. Then a simple computation gives 
Let Y,,(J’) denote an eigenfunction of A’ on .W ’ ’ with eigenvalue 
-p2 - ((N- 3)/2)‘. Then f’(r) e”” Y,,( .I,) will be a simultaneous eigenfunc- 
tion of A. A’, and ?/%I if ,f satisfies 
71 ,‘2 
$+(cothr+(N-2)tanhr)c-?- (/i2 + ((N- 3)/2)‘) 
?r smh’ r cash’ r 
with -((N- 1)/2)’ - i.” the eigenvalue of A. The substitution 
f(r) = (sinh r)“’ (cash r) I(-’ -j) ‘)+‘~h(r) 
(7.1 1 
(7.2) 
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leads to the equivalent equation 
lr”(r)+((2 /VI +l)cothr+(2iil-t l)sinhr)lz’(r) 
=(-(Ill fill-t l)‘-r”‘)h(r). (7.3) 
When N = 2 the )x-variable is absent and the analogous expressions are 
,/‘(v) = (sinh r)“’ /r(r) (7.2’) 
h”(r)+(2(~,(+l)cothrh’(r)=(-(lvl+~)’-i’)h(r). (7.3’) 
Now we recognize (7.3) or (7.3’) as Jacobi differential equations, and the 
Jacobi functions q;“‘. ’ I’(r) satisfy (7.3’) and (17’,“‘.““(r) satisfy (7.3). where 
cpj’.“‘(r) = F( $(x + [j + 1 - jr,), ~(LX + /II + 1 + jr,): CY + 1; -sinh’ 1.) 
= (cash r) x 0 ’ ” 
xF(l(r+p+l+i,“),~(~~--P+l+ii.);a+l;tanh’r). (7.4) 
Furthermore, there is a standard theory of expansions in terms of Jacobi 
functions (see Koornwinder [K I] for the case of complex parameters. 
[K2] for real parameters). 
Consider first the case N = 2. Then the Jacobi inversion formula for 
(?!“I, ’ ” can be written 
if 
J”‘!. “\f(i)=)li’ f’(r)qj”‘. ““(r)(sinh r)“‘+ ’ dr 
and the Plancherel formula is 
5 (,i I,f’(r)l” sinh r clr = * r’ I‘(/V +$+ii) * J I 2*‘V’f-( Iv/ + 1 )’ ,, r( ii. ) 
(these hold for a suitable dense subspace of L”(sinh r r/r)). 
(7.5) 
(7.6) 
(7.7) 
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Therefore we define the Fourier transform on .Y? i by 
^ 1 ,., ^I 
.I’( I’. 2) = - 
! ! 271 I 0 
f(r, 0) (I ““(p!““. ’ “(r)(sinh r)“l + ’ t/r L/t) (7.8 , ) 
or 
and then we have the inversion formula 
and the Plancherel formula 
(7.10, ) 
The mapping ,f’-,f is an isometry of L’ onto the space of functions for 
which the right side of (7.10) is finite. Furthermore, for suffkiently well- 
behaved functions, we have 
(A,f’)^ (11, E.)= -($+E.‘),j‘(v. i). (7.1 I) 
We define the Sobolev spaces H’(X’z) and Hh(.Hz) as before. 
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THEOREM 7.1. H :, = H ‘. and u function ,f’ he1ong.s to H ’ if’ clnd on/J, if’ 
,c,ith the corresponding sum owr 1’ = k/n (/‘n is ,finite. Similarly ,f’E H’ (fund 
only (f’ 
I ^I 
1 J 
I f’(Iv +i+ij.) ’ 
I I 0 2”“f( Iv1 + 1 ) I’( ii. ) 
x(1 +i.‘)’ l,f?(~,,i)l’dj”i.Llr~l<;~ 
und the moment condition 
(7.13, ) 
(7.14) 
holds ,ftir v sutisjj-ing 0 < 1 VI < 1. !f’ n = 8x then H,‘, = H ‘, wthile peahen  is 
,fi’nite Hi is charucterized hi, thr moment condition (7.14) ,ftir v = 0. The 
domain of the Friedrichs extension of’ A is thr set of’.f’s L2 .fi)r which (7.13 ) 
holds, und (7.1 1 ) is wlid on this domcrin. 
Proof: We need to describe all L’ solution5 of A,f’= i,fI These all have 
the form 
.I 
J , 
r”“(sinh r)‘)” (cash r) “I ” 
for suitable functions $ (sum over I\!/ < 1 when IZ is finite). Since 
(sinh r)‘“’ (cash r) I”’ 
1 
;,,~l+$&,+$2;-- 
cash’ r 
behaves like r ’ as r + 0, none of these eigenfunctions belongs to H ‘. The 
rest of the proof is as before. Q.E.D. 
To describe the analogous expressions for N > 2 we need an explicit 
description of the harmonic analysis on I?“~ ’ (of course when N = 3 this 
is just R). There are many ways to give this description; here we follow 
Helgason [H]. Let h denote a variable in S” ’ and ,u > 0. Then we have 
I’(y)=c ^’ 
! 1 r’(p, h) e”,\ 
3) 2 + ‘/‘I .~c’.I’IIt.(p)I 2 (jj) ‘&, (7.15) 
0 .y\ 3’ 
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where 
and 
(7.17) 
See [H] for the definition of the functions A()!, h), c(p) and the constant 
C. The important fact for us is that the function e (1.V 3)2+1/()/1(1’.hJ is an 
eigenfunction of the Laplace-Beltrami operator A’ on .F’“’ * with eigen- 
value -((N- 3)/2)‘~ p’. (Of course when N = 3 this is just the usual 
Fourier transform.) 
We also need a description of the Jacobi inversion formula for cp)-““.‘“‘. It 
is convenient for our purposes to introduce the functions 
I)( 11, p, i)(r) = c/7;““- “ll(r)(sinh y)IIV (cash r) (IV 31 *Hill, (7.18) 
Observe that $(v. p. /I) = $( L’, -,u, iv) from the second expression in (7.4) 
and $(v, ,LL, 3.) = $(v, -p, ;I) from the first expression in (7.4) so the func- 
tions $( 13, ,u, ;) are real-valued (also our conventions of taking p 3 0 and 
i. > 0 are not significant). Then the results of [K 1 ] can be written 
f(r)= ’ 
2Tcq /\‘I + I )’ 
where 
and 
PI 
J i.f’(r)i’ sinh r(cosh Y)’ ‘l/r ,, 
1 
(7.19) 
(7.20) 
(7.21 ) 
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Therefore we define the Fourier transform on .Y? ,T by 
or 
x I/( V, /l, A)(v) sinh r(cosh r)’ ’ rl’~ & ~0, (7.22, 1 
If we put 
I, /~l+I+i(i+p) 
i 2 
X 
f(i),) 
then the Fourier inversion formula is 
(7.22,~ 
(7.23 ) 
or 
x f( v, p, h, i) -y( v, ,u, i) di d/7 d/c th (7.24, 1 
X.~~~,~,h,i);i~,li,ijd/db‘f~ 
and the Plancherel formula is 
or 
(7.24,, 1 
(7.25, ) 
(7.X,,) 
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The map ,j’-,f is an isometry of L’ onto the space of functions for which 
the right side of (7.25) is finite. For sufficiently well-behaved functions we 
have 
The analogue of Theorem 7.1 holds with the H”’ norm given by 
and the moment conditions (for m=2) 
for a.e. p and h and 0 < )\I/ < I. We omit the details. 
In preparation for discussing the geodesic Radon transform on ~Hz, we 
need first to understand the harmonic analysis of the space of geodesic lines 
on A‘:, which we can identify with a certain Lorentzian manifold of con- 
stant curvature. If we identify .K’ with the hyperboloid .x,~,-.Y;-.Y~ = 1, 
xg > 0 in Iw’ with the metric inherited from the Lorentzian metric 
11.v: - L~.Y; - Ai on [w3, then the geodesics on X’ can be given by the 
equation 
-Y(l .I’0 -.X,.1’, -s~J’z- - 0, 
where 1% = ( yo, J, , ~3~) lies on the one-sheeted hyperboloid J,(‘, - 1,; - ,t.i = 
-1. (The points ,r and -y correspond to the same line.) Let .g’ denote 
this hyperboloid with metric inherited from the Lorentzian metric on [w3. 
In this case the inherited metric has signature (1, 1 ). Natural coordinates 
on ,@’ are (p, cp) with /I E [w and cp periodic of period 2n, in terms of 
which .r= (sinh p, cash p cos cp, cash p sin (p), and the metric -is (&I)’ - 
cash’ p(dcp)‘. We define *%i in the same way with cp periodic of period 27in. 
Note that we do not have to remove any points from .%’ to do this 
construction. (In fact, when n is an integer or -x, $5 is a semisimple 
symmetric space, under the action of the !7-fold covering group of 
SO(2, l).) The associated measure is cash p d/j dq and the Laplacc 
Beltrami operator is 
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In order to simultaneously diagonalize d and ?i?(p we look for functions 
of the form ,f’(j>)P’ satisfying 
A(f(,o)P”“” )z (-~~~‘),f’(j,)(,“““. 
The substitution 
.f’k 1 = (cash PI’ Iz(p) 
leads to the differential equation 
/r”+(2r+ l)tanhph’=(-i.‘~(~+~)‘)h, 
which has 
(7.27) 
(7.28) 
(17; ’ ?. “‘(PI and sinh pq !’ ?. “‘(P ) 
as two linearly independent solutions (even and odd in p, respectively). 
Altogether we are going to expand an arbitrary function in terms of 
(cash j,)“(j~; ’ 7.“(j))P” 
and 
sinh p(cosh Jo)’ cp!,’ 2.i’(j))e”‘p. 
(Note that (cash p)” (/, k” ‘. ‘l(j)) are unchanged if we replace v by ~ v). 
Note only must we allow all real values of E., but a discrete set of imaginary 
values as well. Let D i , L, ,, denote the set of values i(lvl T i - 1 ~ 2m), 
where WI is any non-negative integer such that / ~‘1 T 4 - 1 ~ 2m > 0. Then we 
define 
for X>O or I-ED, 2,r and 
(7.29, 1 
x (cash /I)” + ’ t1j1 u’cp (7.30, 1 
for i>O or E.ED , ?,, with analogous definitions for n < G. (The factor 
1/47r is chosen rather than 1/27r because j) varies over R rather than 
(0, x ).) In this case the Jacobi inversion formula yields 
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where 
x sinh y(cosh p)‘?, (v, In) dv, 
;’ 
l r(;(tj+;+ii)) r(++;+G.)) : (7,32) 
( \‘, i) = 7 
27c- /‘(ii ) 
The Plancherel formula is 
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and the map ,/‘+,r is an isometry of L’ onto the space of functions for 
which the right side of (7.36) is finite. 
Now we explain the identification of geodesic lines in .# f with points in 
,%z. More precisely, we remove the circle (or line) p = 0 from -9’: and 
identify the points (p, cp) and (-/I. cp), or equivalently, just consider the 
portion of .k: where /r > 0. Then the line 
(r(t), H(t)) = cash -‘(cash p cash t), cp + tan ’ - 
i 
tanh t 
i ii sinh p 
is a geodesic on -#“: with the parameter I equal to arc length. (See [St 11 
for the case n = I.) This line passes through the point (p, cp) on .X i when 
t =O, and this is the closest point to the singularity on the line. In this 
manner we obtain all complete geodesics on ,X!. The Radon transform is 
defined by 
:$f(~, v) = [’ f’ cash ‘(cash /I cash f), cp + tan ’ z 
i ii 
L/I (7.37) 
” I 
for suitable functions on *;Yi. A direct computation (or an argument by 
reduction to the case n = 1) establishes the intertwining properties 
Therefore we know that if 
(7.38) 
then ;‘Af(l~, (p) must be a linear combination of 
P”‘(cosh ~1) q! ’ ‘.“(,,) 
and 
(,W sinh /j(cosh y)’ cp:’ ‘. “‘([I). 
In fact the integral defining :$f in this case converges absolutely, and we 
can find the coefficients in the linear combination explicitly by studying the 
behavior as p + 0 of .&‘f and (c?/dp) %?f: 
Note that cash ‘(cash p cash t) - ItI as t -+ ks for fixed I). so the 
absolute convergence of .%‘f depends only on estimating 
,-I 
! 
(sinh f)Iyl lqCI”I. 1.) 
I (t)l dt. 
0 
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But by using the second expression in (7.4) and well-known properties of 
the hypergeometric function we can bound this by a multiple of It; t> ’ ’ t/r. 
This estimate also justifies interchanging limits and integrals in what 
follows. 
With ,f’ given by (7.38) we define the coefficients u(r, 2) and h( I’. j-) by 
.$f(p. (i?) = fPcp (cash p)’ (a(~, i,) q:, ’ ‘.“‘(p) 
+ h(~, I,) sinh pep:,’ ‘. ‘l(p)). (7.39) 
Then we have 
u(v, i) = ,tim, .?;f(~, 0) 
h( v, I.) = lim ?- $f’(p, 0). 
1’ - 0 (7p 
But we have 
and similarly 
To evaluate these integrals we use the second expression in (7.4) and the 
change of variable .Y = tanh’ t, together with the known integral 
% 
cp!““. “‘(r)(sinh r)l’l dt 
r(/v + 1) IZJ++ii./2)1’ 
= 2 lr(/v/j2+ i-t iiJ2)l’ 
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and -/ 
J cp\l”. “)(t)(sinh t)“’ ’ cash t dt 0 
Altogether we have found 
u(,~,lL,=cos~ f(IV + 1) 
r($ + G/2) 2 
f( I v 112 + $ + ii./2 ) 
(7.40) 
and 
7-l /VI h(v, i,) = 2 sin 2 f( 1111 + 1 ) 
ZJ t + S/2) ’ 
z-lv~i2+~+il./2) 
(7.41 ) 
THEOREM 7.2. & is CI bounded operator from L*(.#‘f,) to L’(.p’fi) und is 
given by 
x (u(v, i) e”“‘(cosh p)’ cpj I 2.“(p) 
+ h( v, 2) efVv, sinh p(cosh p)“ cpi’ I.“(p)) di dv 
for p > 0 und the anulogous expression \c,hen n is finite. 
(7.42, 1 
ProqfI Assume first that f‘ is sufficiently well behaved that we may 
interchange W and the integral in (7.9). Then from (7.39) we obtain (7.42) 
for p > 0. Although we should take &?‘f( -p, q) = S?j(p, cp), we extend a! 
to negative values of y by taking the right side of (7.42). If we call this 
extension 2.h then to show %’ is bounded from L’(A?z) to L”(-%‘:‘,) it suf- 
fices to show that .8’ is bounded. The point is that 8 is already of the form 
(7.31) so by the Plancherel formulas (7:lO) and (7.36) the boundedness of 
d is equivalent to the uniform boundedness of 
lu(v, jL)12 Ir(lv + i+ iA)\’ 
;’ (11, i.)22i”I (r(lv + l)l’ (f(ij.)/2 
(7.43) 
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and 
(7.44) 
But if we substitute the values for ;‘*(\I, i), u(v, i), and h(v, A) given by 
(7.32). (7.33), (7.40), and (7.41) and use elementary properties of the 
gamma function we lind that (7.43) equals 
and (7.44) equals 
Then Sterling’s formula gives an upper bound of the order (1 + E.) ’ for 
both expressions. Q.E.D. 
The boundedness of &‘: L’(Xf) -F Z-.‘($f) is also established in [Stl], 
where a different diagonalization is described. 
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